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Abstract 
This research addressed the issues and challenges in 
developing urban waterfronts in the context of a densely 
populated and ever-changing South-Asian city, Dhaka, 
in Bangladesh. Waterfront developments in most 
South-Asian cities are facing a different set of 
challenges than other parts of the world, because of 
very high density and environmental issues. The city 
of Dhaka is no different in this regard, but being an old 
historic city located on the banks of a major river 
(the Buriganga River), there are even more difficult 
challenges regarding historic preservation and in 
accommodating mixed land use patterns and their 
different functions along the water edge gracefully. 
Dhaka is a changing megacity, where the river still acts 
as sustainable life blood for the whole region. This 
research addressed these and other factors and
proposed a series of waterfront development design 
strategies.

Keywords
Urban waterfronts, South Asian City, Dhaka, 
Bangladesh, Density, Buriganga River, Mixed land use 
pattern, Urban design, Waterfront development design 
strategies. 
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Since the earliest days of the development of cities, water has been considered as one of the most valuable 
resources that can benefit a city environmentally, economically, socially, culturally and spiritually. Realizing the 
significance of waterfronts, cities around the world have redeveloped their underutilized waterfronts, using them for 
varying purposes depending on their local context, social needs and cultural values (Butuner, 2006). Such 
purposes include tourism, entertainment and production industries in places such as Tokyo, Sydney, Barcelona and 
London. Others have revitalized their historic  waterfronts through conservation models to preserve their rich 
cultural and social life that was present at their water edges, for example Venice, Italy. In order to reinvent the 
urban image and to regenerate the economic structure, cities such as Bilbao, Spain and Boston, United States 
have completely transformed their under utilized waterfronts into multifunctional destinations. 
On the other hand, Asian urban waterfronts must consider a different set of challenges compared to other parts of 
the world. This results mainly from high population density and environmental issues (Chen Yu, 2009). Moreover, 
due to the passage of time and the changing needs of population, urban waterfronts in this region have 
experienced aggressive reclamations, hazardous new development and renovations along with inappropriate 
spatial zoning, mainly due to the economy-oriented strategies of urban development. In addition, due to early 
settlement patterns, many old city centres in Asia are located along the water edges. In such cases waterfront 
development and maintenance entails a different set of challenges regarding historic preservation. For instance, an 
important issue which needs serious attention is the development and reutilization of these waterfronts at the edge 
of historic districts that must cater to the new growing demands or functions of modern urban life, and at the same 
time, maintain their cultural significance, social engagement and economic vitality. Other major challenges of Asian 
waterfronts include coping with an ever-changing and complex land use pattern, improving the cultural 
waterfront landscape in an environmentally sensitive manner and dealing with the seasonal flooding and global 
climate change issues. 
This research has explored these and other challenges; specifically the issues and problems that arise with the 
process of rapid urban development in the South Asian City context of Dhaka,Bangladesh. 

1.1 Background



1.2.1 Bangladesh 1.2.2 Dhaka district 1.2.3 Dhaka city 1.2.4 Study area

India

Bay of Bengal

Burma

Buriganga River
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• Bangladesh is a sovereign state, located in South Asia between 20°34´ to 26°38´ N latitude and 88°01´ to 
92°41´ E longitude. It is bordered by India on all sides except for a small border with Burma to the far southeast 
and by the Bay of Bengal to the south (Bangladesh, 2012) (figure 1.2.1). 

• Dhaka District is located in central Bangladesh with an area of 1,436 km² (Dhaka District, 2012) (figure 1.2.2).
• Dhaka City is the principal city of Dhaka District and also the capital of Bangladesh. Dhaka City rests on the 

eastern bank of the Buriganga River with an area of 360 km² and had a population over 16 million in 2011 
(Dhaka City, 2012) (figure 1.2.3).

• The study area is located along the Buriganga River on the south west of Dhaka City. This part of the city is 
considered as the old historic core of the city due to the early settlement and growth (1.2.4). 

 

1.2 Location of the study area: Dhaka, Bangladesh

Source of the maps: All maps are edited by author.
1.2.1: http://yanksview.com/2010/11/about-bangladesh/  
1.2.2, 1.2.3:  file:///E:/OLD%20D%20Drive/DWG/final%20drawings/Background/JPG/MD_0156.GIF
1.2.4: http://www.rajukdhaka.gov.bd/rajuk/image/dap/groupC_Report/Chapters_c.pdf
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1.3.1 The study area along the Buriganga River. 1.3.2 The Buriganga Riverfront in the study area.

Source of the photographs:

1.3.1: Edited by author.
1.3.1: Source of the air photo : http://maps.google.ca/maps?hl=en&tab=wl
1.3.2: http://www.flickr.com/photos/rezwanrazzaq/5049553109/sizes/l/in/photostream/

Dhaka has grown from a small trading center to a metropolis. It is one of the largest growing cities in South Asia 
with a population over 16 million at present. The river Buriganga played a very significant role in the development 
and growth of the city since the early 17th century and is still used as a means of transportation, a channel for 
trade and commerce and a source for agriculture and industrial production for the whole city. During the Mughal era 
(1600 - 1764) and the British era (1764 - 1947), Dhaka was considered as the capital of Bengal. Today the 
remnants of those historic settlements and the once-thriving city center are present on the bank of this river, 
particularly on the adjacent older districts along the water edge.
The study area of this research is located in the old historic districts of Old Dhaka West and possesses a mixed 
land use pattern. Important historic landmarks of the early settlement including the palace and mosques are 
located in this area and reflect the city’s glorious past. The major water based passenger terminal of the city is also 
located within the study area through which other parts of the city are connected. Due to the proximity to the river 
and the newer city center the study area still remains as the major commercial hub and the gateway to the city 
center of Dhaka. Realizing the importance of the context and the historical value of the area, the government has 
initiated steps to preserve the historical sites of the study area and to encourage tourism by revitalizing the 
riverfront along the study area (Rajdhani Unnayan Kartripakkha, RAJUK, 2008).

 1.3 Study area
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Despite several attempts in the past, the developments in Old Dhaka has been mostly unplanned. As a 
consequence the Buriganga riverfront and the study area lost many of its valuable urban spaces and numerous 
historic structures. Over time the river shifted southward from its historic course and the resultant formation of the 
new land allowed additional spaces for new development, commercialization and industrialization along the 
riverfront. Gradually the Buckland Bund, the embankment that was built in 1860 along the river, turned into a major 
road connecting the north and the south eastern part of the city. The availability of new land, better access to the 
river, opportunities for trade and commerce and the absence of any development control allowed rapid 
transformation of the riverfront through commercialization and industrialization, encroachment of the riverbank and 
different environmental pollution (Imon and Rahman, 2011).
Current and typical approaches to protect the Buriganga Riverfront: between 2006 to 2010 different 
Governmental and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) took the following actions to protect the Buriganga 
River from unwanted encroachment and to bring back the social and cultural life at this historic water edge.
Awareness creation: various rallies, seminars and human chains were organized by different environmental 
concern groups or NGOs such as Bangladesh Paribesh Andolon (BAPA), Paribesh Bachao Andolon and Dhaka 
Nagorik in order to create public awareness and to draw attention of the government on the issues of river pollution 
and illegal encroachment of the riverbank. These actions were successful and led to the following set of actions 
(Imon and Rahman, 2011). 
Legal and administrative actions:  in the last few years several actions initiated by different NGOs such as Human 
Rights and Peace for Bangladesh, forced the government to take up active programmes to clean up the riverbed, 
improve water quality and remove illegal structures from the Buriganga riverbank. Bangladesh Inland Water 
Transport Authority (BIWTA) and the Ministry of Shipping were the main governmental departments involved in 
such programmes. But in the absence of a proper administrative framework and a management regime, the 
success of these programmes was very short-lived. Many cleared up areas on the riverbank were re-encroached 
immediately after the cleanup operation (Imon and Rahman, 2011). 
Urban planning and heritage protection: Usually most of the activities related to the protection of cultural heritage 

 1.4 Buriganga Riverfront, Old Dhaka, Dhaka, Bangladesh
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are limited to documentation and awareness creation. The most significant attempt to conserve architectural 
heritage along the Buriganga Riverfront was the conservation of the Ahsan Manjil or the Pink Palace in 1992 (Imon 
and Rahman, 2011). But there has been no attempt made to conserve the cultural landscape around the palace 
that is the riverfront. The decision was successful in protecting the historic structure from any unwanted 
encroachment but at the same time this also isolated the structure from its context and people. This decision mainly 
resulted due to the lack of understanding the importance of the relationships that were developed between the 
palace and its surrounding areas over time.   
The initiatives taken so far to develop and protect the Buriganga River and the riverfront shows a fragmented and 
piecemeal approach to an issue that is multi-dimensional and interconnected in nature. This thesis attempts to 
learn from the precedent studies, and to propose a suitable approach and methodology that would not only help 
to address complex issues of the riverfront but would also help to respond to the future needs and development 
potentials of this historic riverfront. 
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1.5 Purpose

This Master’s thesis is intended to understand the 
river-city interface in the current context of the study 
area and to study the possibilities to improve that 
interface by providing a conceptual direction developed 
through an urban design approach. 
The objectives are: 
• To gain an understanding of the existing functions 

and the various resulting issues along the riverfront, 
including functional, environmental and social issues. 

• To develop an urban design approach and apply the 
developed approach to the study area as a means 
of developing a concept to improve the riverfront by 
addressing the issues and its future potentials.

                                                     1.6 Process

In order to develop a thorough understanding of the 
study area including its historic and current context, the 
strengths, constraints and opportunities and the various 
resulting issues of the riverfront, the following process 
was used.
Literature review: Review of relevant examples of 
historic waterfront development in the context of other 
densely populated and rapidly changing cities of South 
and East Asia including India, China and Hong Kong 
have been presented in chapter two to understand the 
various issues and opportunities of the riverfronts and 
also the approaches that are used to develop their 
riverfronts. Important urban design theories and 
approaches that influenced the analysis, design and 
decisions in this thesis are also presented in other 
section of the same chapter.
Analysis: Different analysis has been conducted to 
gain a comprehensive understanding of the study area 
including historic evolution of the site, environmental 
analysis, typology, visual and spatial analysis.
Issues: Major problems and their resulting issues are 
identified and presented in this section.
Development of Principles: Several principles are 
developed to achieve the determined goals and 
objectives of this thesis. The developed principles then 
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1.7 Limitations and special factors

The limitations to this research are :  
• The project focuses on conceptual design and not on 

detailed design.
• The particular study area of this project is familiar to 

me as being a local resident of Dhaka, but I did not 
have the opportunity to visit the site or to consult the 
local people during the project. 

• I had contacts in Dhaka who provided me the 
      reference materials such as the ward maps, different  
      survey reports and recent photographs of the site.
• Information and data were collected through 
      literature review, personal contacts and observation  
      from the recent photographs of the site.
• The detailed working information of the terminals and 

documented traffic counts were not available.
• The issue of flooding was identified through the 

analysis of the site but was not addressed as further 
studies are needed including the field survey and 
engineering information about the flood wall, which 
are beyond the scope of my expertise.

guided the conceptual development process.
Concept: Ideas are developed to address current 
issues and to respond the potential and future needs of 
the riverfront.
Design: Several design strategies are proposed to 
improve the current river-city interface.
Final recommendations: Recommendations are 
provided to guide the future Buriganga Riverfront 
development in the context of Dhaka City. 
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This chapter is organized into two sections: precedent study and relevant urban design theories and approaches. 
Some important case studies are presented in section 2.1, to understand the changing character of historic urban 
waterfronts in the context of densely populated, subtropical and rapidly changing cities of South and East Asia, 
during the process of rapid urbanization. Review of these precedents help to understand various issues, challenges 
and opportunities of these waterfronts as well as the different approaches, methods and frameworks that are used 
to redevelop them. Urban design theories of good urban places and a particular approach that influenced the 
design and decision making process throughout this project are described in section 2.2.

APPROACH AND METHODS

2.1 Precedent study
2.2 Review of relevant urban design theories and approaches 

CHAPTER 2
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Case  1                             The Han River, Seoul, Korea  

“The Han River” was the life line of the city of Seoul. It is over 1 km wide along the section traversing the center 
core of the city, dividing the older northern part of the city from the newer south. The city itself is one of the most 
densely populated cities in Asia and the need for corresponding infrastructure had given rise to major highways 
along both sides of the Han River and some major bridges for railways and motor vehicles. As the city encroaches 
closer to both banks of the river, public accessibility to the river and the environmental quality of the river were 
compromised (Hee and Low, 2009).
Major issues: As the city was being industrialized and modernized, the water of the Han River was contaminated 
and had lost the biodiversity due to the discharge of city sewerage and industrialized water. Consequently, all the 
social and recreational functions along the river were prohibited and the riverfront became the most undesirable 
place in the city.
Goals: In 2008, the “Han River Renaissance” project was initiated by the “Seoul municipality”. The goal of the 
project was to achieve environmentally conscious and socially responsible waterfront development that would 
enhance the role of the river in improving the quality of life of Seoul’s citizen.
Approaches taken:
A master plan and a series of urban design guidelines and strategies were proposed to achieve the determined  
goals of the Han River renaissance project in 2008.
Completed by:
The project was initiated by the Seoul Metropolitan Government and was implemented in partnership with private 
companies and consultation with Seoul citizens.
 

2.1.1 The Han River in the past.                                 2.1.2 The Han River at present.

Source of the photographs:

2.1.1: http://english.ohmynews.com/articleview/article_view.asp?at_code=435453
2.1.2: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Hangang_Railway_Bridge,_Seoul,_Korea.jpg

2.1 Precedent study
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Case  2                             The Bund, Shanghai, China

2.1.3 Historic Bund, 1930. 2.1.4 Shanghai Bund, 2008.

The historic Shanghai Bund reflected an exceptionally scenic open and well planted stretch of public space during 
1860s. During the 20th century Shanghai housed major international financial institutions and became the 
financial center in East Asia and the Bund symbolized that prosperity. After 1947, as foreigners left Shanghai, the 
colonial memory and the social life of the Bund disappeared. Again in 1978, due to China’s economic boom 
Shanghai regained its position as an important financial center. During that period many renovation projects were 
carried out to reconstruct the image and urban environment of Shanghai city in order to compete with their visible 
and invisible rivals in the world. However, these actions largely changed the spatial character of the historic 
Shanghai Bund (Chen Yu,2009).
Major issues: The waterfront has turned into a major traffic corridor to relieve the traffic congestion of the city 
center. Later a flood wall was constructed along the Bund to secure the city from seasonal flooding. The wall 
successfully served the purpose but destroyed the social and spatial character of the Bund.
Goal: A series of renovation projects were initiated in 2007 by the Shanghai Government to retrieve a pedestrian 
friendly recreational waterfront space to celebrate the opening of Shanghai Expo in 2010.
Approaches taken: Different planning strategies were proposed in the form of re-configuration of traffic flow, 
alteration and reduction of lanes, introduction of new modes of public transportation and providing parking facilities 
along the Bund to achieve the goals of the project.
Completed by: The Shanghai Government in 2010.

Source of the photographs:

2.1.3, 2.1.4: http://www.bricoleurbanism.org/whimsicality/past-and-future-on-shanghais-famous-bund/
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Case  3             The Gomti Riverfront, Lucknow, India

2.1.5 Gomti River in 1800’s.                                                                           2.1.6 Gomti River at present.             

The historic Lucknow city was oriented to the Gomti 
riverfront with monumental architecture of mosques, 
mausoleums and palaces concentrated on the southern 
bank. Thus the river was much more than a transporta-
tion artery and was enjoyed for its views and breezes 
and was appreciated for its utility. It’s centrality as a 
landscape of power was lost as result of momentous 
political and economic changes, beginning with the 
Indian Mutiny in 1875. Overtime, the elite 
riverfront landscape was transformed into back 
waters and disappeared from the public eye (Nagpal 
and Sinha, 2009, P. 489). Today the Gomti Riverfront 
reflects a complex land use pattern, juxtaposed with 
different urban forms (both historic and contemporary) 
and functions, where the past and the present coexist 
uncomfortably. 
Major issues: The existing heritage structures along 
Gomti Riverfront are walled off from its current urban 
context and maintained by the Archaeological Survey of 
India in order to preserve them from any kinds of 
unwanted access or use. Public spaces adjacent to 
these structures in the form of riverfront, streets and 
other open spaces are not considered as extensions of 
heritage precincts and are therefore left unmanaged. 

Source of the photographs:

2.1.5: http://aestheteslament.blogspot.com/2011/09/home-away-from-home.html
2.1.6: http://www.flickr.com/photos/lucknowcityonline/4218651933/sizes/z/in/photostream/

This monument centric approach resulting in a 
disconnection between the preserved historic monument 
and its changing surroundings (Menon, 2003). 
Goal: Strengthening the relationship between the extant 
historic architecture and the river through creative 
reinterpretation of the past landscape. 
Approaches proposed: An urban conservation model 
and several design interventions are proposed to 
revitalize the riverfront that contribute towards 
preserving the city’s past in its present (Nagpal and 
Sinha, 2009).
Ideas developed by: Ideas that are discussed above, 
are developed by Swati Nagpal, Department of 
Landscape and Architecture, University of Illinois at 
Urbana Champaign, IL, USA and collected from her 
unpublished Masters of Landscape Architecture (MLA) 
thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, 2007, 
“ The Gomti Riverfront in Lucknow, India: Revitalization 
of a Cultural Heritage Landscape.”  
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Case 4                           The City of Patna, Bihar, India

2.1.7 Patna City, India, during flood in 2011.

Patna, the state capital situated on the southern bank 
of the Ganga River in North Bihar in India is affected by 
frequent flooding during monsoons, resulting in 
damage to properties and lives of the inhabitants of 
the city. The city had its own natural system of effective 
drainage during its historical past but the fast pace of 
urbanization from 1970 onwards has posed numerous 
problems including flooding and subsequent damage 
associated with it (Sharma and Priya, 2001).
Major issues: Areas along the banks of Ganga and 
other low lying pockets of Patna are flooded during 
every monsoon as the natural channels have become 
inadequate to carry surface run-off due to rapid increase 
of built up areas. In the past, drained water in this 
locality used to accumulate in the low lying pockets of 
the area but unplanned land use and their 
resulting functions and new development activities have 
encroached a considerable portion of all the low lying 
areas in the city due to congestion and high land value 
in core areas.
Goal: Link the process of urban planning to the risk and 
damage of flooding in order to regulate urban 
development as per the extent of damage anticipated 
(Sharma and Priya, 2001, p-101). 

Source of the photograph:

2.1.7 : http://magnificentbihar.co.in/2011/08/22/floods-claim-38-lives-in-bihar-affect-more-than-a-million/

Approaches proposed: Several planning and 
zoning regulations are proposed by the National Center 
of Disaster Management, IIPA (Indian Institute of Public 
Administration), New Delhi, India, to steer developments 
in the city into more advantageous pattern. Such 
approaches include:
Residential density control: restricting the floor area ratio 
to encourage more paved area for more runoff.
Flood plain zoning ordinance: regulation of land subject 
to flood by placing it in a separate zone with certain 
restrictive use to minimize flood damage.
Zoning and land Division Ordinance: to manage different 
land uses and their functions on the low lying areas and 
flood plains.
Building ordinance: to regulate specific rules of 
construction and maintenance of building on the flood 
affected areas.
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Completed by: The study on the flood affected city of 
Patna in Bihar was done by Vinod K. Sharma, 
Professor of Disaster Management and Tanu Priya, 
Research Associate, at the National Center for Disaster 
Management, IIPA, New Delhi, India.
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Case Issues Goals Adapted approaches

The Han River, Korea. • Social: Lack of social and 
       recreational use of the river.
• Environmental: contaminated water, 

loss of biodiversity.

Environmentally conscious and 
socially responsive riverfront 
development.

Developed a master plan and 
several design guidelines.

The Shanghai Bund, 
China

• Functional issues: traffic congestion.
• Environmental: seasonal flooding.

Pedestrian friendly recreational 
riverfront.

Developed several 
transportation planning and 
urban design strategies.

The Gomti Riverfront, 
India

• Social: disconnection between 
preserved historic monument and its 
changing surroundings.

Reconnecting historic monument 
to its current context.

Developed an urban 
conservation model and 
proposed several design 
guidelines.

City of Patna, India • Environmental: Seasonal flooding. Link the process of urban 
planning to the risk and damage 
of seasonal flooding.

Proposed several planning and 
zoning regulations.

Adapted approach Advantages

Design and planning strategies • Help to produce long term, context sensitive and both environmentally and culturally 
       responsive design solutions to address various intertwined riverfront issues: functional, 
       environmental and social.  
• Provide flexibility in producing design solutions which allows further changes according 

to the change of time and demands of the people and place.
Public and private partnership • Allow better management of the development process: design, implementation and 

       maintenance.
• Provide flexibility to respond to the needs of different user groups and stakeholders.

Lessons learned:
In most of the precedents discussed in this section, several urban design interventions are applied or proposed rather than a fixed and 
final solution in the form of master plan to address various complex and intertwined issues of their riverfront. In most cases the 
redevelopment projects were initiated by the respective governments and completed in association with the researchers / designers, 
private investors / companies and through the public participation and consultation. The advantages of the adapted approach of these 
projects are listed below, depending on the success of these projects in their particular context.
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2.2 Review of relevant urban design theories and approaches 

2.2.1 Urban design theory: Quality of good cities, good urban places.
A good city is designed, developed and managed over an extended period of time to become a successful place. 
The quality of a place is bound up in the social, psychological and cultural dimensions of that place (Montgomery, 
1998). There have been many different theories developed by urban designers around the world about what 
constitutes successful urban places or what are the qualities that form the sense of a particular place. Theorists like 
Cullen (1961) placed greatest importance on physicality: the design styles, ornamentation and featuring, the way 
buildings open up into spaces, gateways, vistas and landmarks. Others, such as Alexander (1979) or Lynch (1960) 
stress the psychology of place or the notion of ‘mental maps’ which people use as internal guides to urban places 
and on which people rely on to tell whether a place feels safe, vibrant, comfortable, quiet or threatening. Few 
theorists have managed to bridge both the physical attributes and the psychology of place. Jane Jacobs (1961) 
was among those who explored the quality of a place from the premise that ‘activity’ both produces and mirrors 
quality in the built environment. She mentioned four essential determinants which set the conditions for activity: a 
mixture of primary use, intensity, permeability of the urban form and a mixture of building types, ages, sizes and 
conditions. Others such as Gehl (1989) and Cook (1980) argue that successful urban places are based 
predominantly on street life, and the various ways in which activity occurs in and through buildings and spaces. 
This appreciation led Peter Buchanan (1988, P.33) to comment that: urban design is essentially about 
place-making, where places are not just a specific space, but all the activities and events which made it possible. 
From the theories discussed so far, it can be concluded that successful urban places must combine quality in three 
essential elements: physical space, the sensory experience and activity. Theorists such as Relph (1976), Canter 
(1977) and Punter (1991) developed the following diagrams to show the components of sense of place and the 
relationship between them in abstract form.
Canter’s metaphor (figure 2.2.1.1) combines the three urban design perspectives of different theorists discussed 
earlier while Punter’s framework (figure 2.2.1.2) provides more detail on the components of activity, built form and 
for meaning or imageability. This framework can help to derive a set of preconditions and principles for the 
creation of successful urban places. Figure 2.2.1.3 is a composite derived model, combining all the elements of 



2.2.1.3 Policy directions to foster an urban sense of place or place 
making, (Montgomery, 1998).

2.2.1.1 A visual metaphor for the nature of places (Canter, 1977). 2.2.1.2 Components of sense of places (Punter, 1991).
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good places. This framework would help to identify more precisely the qualities which produce good urban places 
that contributes to the quality of good cities. A brief description of these qualities are given below:
Form: Lynch (1981) offers five basic dimensions of city performance which contributes to the sense of place. They 
are: 
Vitality: the degree to which the city supports the fundamental, biological performance of human beings.
Sense: the degree to which the city can be perceived and organized in the minds of the people that actually live in 
it and the degree to which that organization can be connected to other meanings that they hold.
Fit: the way in which the physical city matches the way people want to act. This goes beyond the biological 
requirements, this is the requirements of our culture.
Access: a good city should provide access to many things: to service, to other people, to information and to 
different kinds of places. This refers to the different degrees of access, physical, social and psychological.

Diagrams:

2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3: http://www.ia.arch.ethz.ch/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/HS11L2_Montgomery-1998.pdf
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Control: the degree to which the environment is under the control of the people who actually use it or reside in it.
For Lynch, a vital city is one which successfully fulfills the needs of its inhabitants within a safe environment. In 
other words, it should allow maximum scope for activity. A sensible city is organized in a way so that its residents 
can perceive and understand the city’s form and functions, mainly its legibility. An accessible city allows people of 
all ages and backgrounds to gain access to the activities, resources, services and information that they need. A city 
with good control is arranged so that the citizens have a say in the management of the spaces in which they work 
and reside.
Image: Every place has both an identity and an image. ‘Identity’ is an objective thing that refers to what a place is 
in actuality while ‘image’ is a combination of the identity with how a place is perceived. According to Lynch (1960, 
1981), an individual’s knowledge of a city is a function of the imageability of the urban environment. In other words, 
this is the extent to which the different elements of a city defined as paths, edge, districts, nodes, and landmarks 
are organized into a coherent and recognizable pattern. By gathering information about these elements, the 
individual creates both an image of the city and also frame a reference. An individual’s knowledge of a place is 
derived from direct experience, individual values and ideas and also from cultural processes and identities. Again 
these values, identity and cultural processes, emerged over time from the association of events and places. Thus 
places come to represent memory, meaning and association for individuals, groups and societies and hold a 
symbolic meanings in a city. 
Activity: Activity is very much the product of two separate but related concepts: vitality and diversity. Vitality is 
the intensity or flow of people where diversity refers to the mix of uses or activities. Together both contribute to the 
quality that makes a place alive or lively. To ensure vitality, a place should have complex land uses with a 
combination of mixed activities that support the local economy of that place. A certain amount of population density, 
living in relatively close proximity, is also required to support the activities and local economic structure. Cities and 
urban areas also require spaces where diverse activities and economic transactions can take place. The 
public realm are such spaces in cites in which meeting, movement and different exchange are possible. Thus 
public spaces are important in cities and set the precondition for public social life and encourages activities. 
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Each and every city has an unique image, different form and activities. Quality of place can be determined by using 
these factors however, different their natures are depending on different context, geographical location, 
socioeconomic, political and cultural process of that particular place. Similarly, Dhaka presents a different nature of 
forms, image, activities and issues from rest of the world but the same principles can be applicable to achieve the 
qualities that are needed to turn the Burignaga Riverfront into a more successful urban place socially, culturally, 
and environmentally. The theories discussed so far helped to understand and identify the qualities of good urban 
places in the study area. Later this understanding influenced the decisions that are made to develop the riverfront 
and assisted both in the concept development and in the design process to achieve the qualities that are required 
to turn the riverfront into a successful urban place in the context of Dhaka City. 

Lessons learned:

Good urban places.

Good urban places

Good city

Qualities that produce 
good urban places 

Form, Image, Activity
Fit, access, legibility, diversity, 
vitality, control, safety, sense of 

place.
 

Determined by the social, 
psychological and cultural 
dimension of that place. 

Performance based: 
Social, psychological and 

cultural.

 Successful urban places
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2.2.2 A particular comprehensive approach: Townscape  analysis
Townscape analysis is a comprehensive design approach and a pre-design tool developed by Sandalack and 
Nicolai (2006), which incorporates historical, regional and local site information into a series of detailed studies. 
These studies focus on the qualitative aspects of overall city form, the public realm, historic continuity of process 
and form. The approach also emphasizes on the importance of understanding the close relationship between the 
natural or topographic setting and the identity that is derived from the environmental context (Sandalack and 
Nicolai, 2006:194). The approach suggests exploring three primary relationships to understand the driving forces 
that shaped a particular built environment (Sandalack and Nicolai, 2006:194) :
• The relationship between form and nature that is expressed in the environmental context, conditions and 
      features of a place.
• The spatial relationships of production, maintenance, transformation and use of the urban forms.
• The relationships involved in the process of formation and the spatial relationship between built forms.
This approach begins with studying the historical evolution of an area at several time frames. In doing so, a 
foundation of knowledge in terms of the spatial and physical changes within the landscape over time is developed 
and allows design interventions to respond to, enhance or integrate with the historic context of the site. Current site 
information and observations are compiled and analyzed in terms of historical, environmental, cultural, 
infrastructural, human settlement and land use. Each of these components reveals additional information about the 
site and when combined and synthesized provide directions for the design process.
Utilizing a comprehensive approach which finds its basis in the history and physical structure of the site allows not 
only to understand the interrelationships and implications that revealed by the analysis, but also to integrate those 
elements of significance into the design that would later help to develop the “sense of place” of the examined area.
In this thesis, this particular approach has been adapted to gain a comprehensive understanding of the study area 
which would help to identify complex riverfront issues, influence the conceptual direction and would help to produce 
context sensitive strategies to improve the current river city interface along the Buriganga River. 
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ANALYSIS

3.1 Historic evolution
3.2 Environmental analysis
3.3 Urban typology analysis
3.4 Visual analysis
3.5 Spatial analysis 

This chapter includes the historic evolution, environmental, typology, visual and spatial analysis of the study area. 
Analyzing the historic evolution of the study area will provide an understanding of the nature of interface developed 
among the river, the study area and the city over time while other analysis will provide important information about 
the natural features, the visual quality, building types and spatial structure or arrangement of the study area along 
the riverfront. These analysis helped to understand the close relationship among different components in the site 
and also the types of interface exists between them and the river. Later these analyses provide directions to identify 
the strength, issues, challenges and future development opportunities of the Buriganga Riverfront in the study area. 

CHAPTER 3
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3.1.1 Land Use 
3.1.2 The Buriganga Riverfront over time
3.1.3 Summary

The historical evolution of the study area at five different time periods provides a basic knowledge about the site in 
terms of land use, water system and settlement pattern. 

3.1 Historic evolution

Five Historic Periods Dhaka City Ruled by

Pre Mughal Era             (1600 century) The Turks and Pathans

Mughal Era        (1608 - 1764 century) The Mughal Empire

British Era         (1764 - 1947 century) The British Empire

East Pakistan Era          (1947 - 1971) The Pakistan Government

Bangladesh Era      (1971 - onwards)   The Bangladesh Government

CHAPTER 3
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Pre Mughal Era (1600)
Low class residential localities by different 
specialized crafts were formed along the Buriganga 
river. The names of these localities were derived from 
the special craft industry that flourished at that period. 
Some of these localities are persist today in the study 
area named as Patuatuli (jute-silk market) and Kumartuli 
(pottery market) (Pre Mughal Dhaka, 2011). 

3.1.1.1 Study area in respect to the city in the Pre Mughal era.

Mughal Era (1608 - 1764  century)
The European traders started to come to the city during 
this time. Consequently the central business districts 
were developed along the Buriganga river for the ease 
of communication and transportation. Dhaka city 
attained great commercial importance and became the 
largest trading center of South East Asia. During this 
time, the riverfront was the most prized residential area 
in the city and occupied by the high class officials, local 
governors and wealthy landlords (Dhaka City Under the 
Mughal, 2011).

3.1.1.2 Study area in respect to the city in the Mughal era.

3.1.1 Land use

Maps: All maps are edited by author; 3.1.1.1, 3.1.1.2, 3.1.1.3, 3.1.1.4, 3.1.1.5

Source of the base land use map of five different historic periods: http://www2.lwr.kth.se/Publikationer/PDF_Files/LWR_EX_04_45.PDF
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Buriganga River

Study area

Rail line

0               2              4 Km
0               2        4 KmStudy area

Buriganga River

3.1.1.3 Study area in respect to the city in the British Era.

British Era (1764 - 1947)
After 1906, a new administrative and educational zone 
were developed on the north of the city. The officials 
were gradually moved from the riverside to the new 
administrative zone. This movement was not only 
initiated by the development of new administrative zone 
but also by the growing demand of commercial use and 
function along the riverfront. By 1930, the prevailing 
business district stretched along the river and towards 
the north of the city and changed its identity from a retail 
trade centre to a wholesale trade centre. By this time 
the riverfront completely lost its residential character and 
was changed into a commercial district. Mainly lower 
income residential areas were developed by the 
commercial workers and the retailers along the river 
and in the study area near the wholesale trade centers 
(Dhaka City Under the British, 2011).

East Pakistan (1947 - 1971)
Being the subsidiary capital of Pakistan, a number of 
new administrative zones and few industrial zones were 
developed on the north, north-west and the south east 
of the city. The retail trade area extended from the north 
bank of the Buriganga River to the north where another 
major business district were formed. The lower and 
middle income residential areas and the commercial 
functions still continued to stay along the river and in 
the study area for convenience to communicate with the 
surrounding districts and other parts of the city (Dhaka 
as the Provincial Capital of East Pakistan, 2011). 

3.1.1.4 Study area in respect to the city in the East Pakistan Era.                  
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Dhaka City after Independence (1971 - onward)
After the country won independence in 1971 from 
Pakistan, Dhaka became the capital of Bangladesh. The 
urbanization activities had been achieving tremendous 
growth to cope with needs of the newly independent 
country’s capital. The city began to expand in all 
directions including over the low-lying areas on the 
eastern parts of the city. Commercial, administrative and 
educational uses expanded more towards the north and 
the north west part of the city. Middle class and high 
class residential zones developed around the 
administrative and educational zone on the north where 
the low income residential areas and few industrial zone 
extended towards the north east and the west of the city. 
In the meanwhile, the historic Buriganga riverfront 
became fully functional and developed as the major 
mixed use wholesale commercial district (Dhaka City as 
the Capital of Bangladesh, 2011).

 3.1.1.5 The study area in respect to the City in 1995. 
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3.1.2.1 Buriganga Riverfront, Pre Mughal Era. 3.1.2.2 Buriganag Riverfront in the study area, Mughal Era. 3.1.2.3 Buriganga Riverfront in the study area, British Era.

3.1.2.4 Buriganga Riverfront in the study area, East Pakistan Era. 3.1.2.5 Buriganga Riverfront in the study area, at present. .

3.1.2 The Buriganga Riverfront over time

Source of the Photographs:

3.1.2.1, 3.1.2.2, 3.1.2.3, 3.1.2.4: http://www.skyscrapercity.com/showthread.php?t=436396
3.1.2.5: http://dhakadailyphoto.blogspot.com/p/history-heritage.html
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3.1.3 Summary

 Key findings of the historic evolution of the study area are:
• The river plays an important role in the city’s development and its economy.
• The river, the study area and the city are functionally very well connected to each other since its early days. The 

land use pattern of the study area is remain almost unchanged over the years. This pattern evolved over time 
mainly due to the presence of the river as it provides important connections for the communication, trade and 
commerce.

• During the Pre Mughal, Mughal and British era, a direct visual and physical connection between the study area 
and the river is observed (figure 3.1.2.1, 3.1.2.2, 3.1.2.3). Also a different social environment and a cultural life at 
the riverfront is also evident in these pictures. During these periods the urban fabric along the riverfront reflected 
different architectural styles including Mughal, British or European. From the East Pakistan era to the present, 
the social environment along the riverfront has been changed. The riverfront became fully functional with the 
commercial functions and the recreational or cultural interface between the people and the river has been totally 
disappeared. The current image of the riverfront reflects a complex urban fabric, jumbled with haphazard 

     commercial functions and unregulated new developments (figure 3.1.2.5).
• Although the current functional riverfront runs successfully in the study area and serves economic benefits to the 

city, today the riverfront is missing recreational uses and the sociocultural life along this historic water edge. This 
will be explored more in detail in the next sections. 
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3.2.1 Overall climate
3.2.2 Vegetation
3.2.3 Hydrology
3.2.4 Summary

Environmental analysis of the study area is intended to understand the relationship between urban development 
and natural features of the particular place. Basic climatic information and important natural features including 
vegetation and hydrology of the study area are presented through charts, diagrams, maps and photographs in this 
section. Later this analysis provides design considerations in this thesis. 

3.2 Environmental analysis

CHAPTER 3
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Seasons Months         Temperature Rainfall
(mm)

Wind

Summer March-June ave high 35°c
ave low   29°c

ave 296 mm Southerly or southwesterly monsoons flow over the country. 

Monsoon June-October  ave high 32.4°
  ave low  27.4°c

ave 324 mm Generally from east and southeast with moisture.

Winter November-February ave high 28°c
ave low  17°c

ave  17  mm The prevailing winds are from north and north-west.

3.2.1.1 Wind flow and their directions and the shaded and sunny area of the site throughout three seasons of the 
Year: summer, monsoon and winter.       

Summer                        Monsoon                      Winter 

Summer

Monsoon

Winter

Study area

0°
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at 
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n
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:00pm
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Sunrise / sunsetSunrise / sunset
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89.6°

8:00am /4:00pm
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:00
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 / 2

:00
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 N
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n

                21st June                                                                                 21st December

3.2.1.2 Solar altitude.     

Diagrams:

3.2.1.1, 3.2.1.2: by Author
3.2.1.1: Source of the air photo : http://maps.google.ca/maps?hl=en&tab=wl

3.2.1 Overall climate

The relationship between climate and cities is complex. 
City’s physical form and functions directly affects basic 
elements of climate such as temperature, wind, 
precipitation and air quality which in turn influences 
human comfort and health (Hough, 1989). Basic climatic 
information of the city and the study area provided in 
this section would help to develop design considerations 
for the future development of the site.

Dhaka City experiences a hot, wet and humid tropical climate (Climate of Dhaka, 2011). Overall climatic condition 
of the city through different seasons of the year are presented below:       

Sun, Shadow, Wind 
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3.2.2.1 Karoi & Mango Trees. 3.2.2.2 Palm Trees. 

0       50                   100                                        200 m3.2.2.5 Existing vegetation in the study area.

 3.2.2.4 Shrubs.3.2.2.3 Coconut Trees.  

Vegetation

Trees

Accessible green spaces and the types of vegetation 
in the study area are presented on map 3.2.13. Most 
common trees available on the site are Coconut, Palm, 
Mango and Karoi. Accessible green spaces in the study 
area are mainly part of the educational and 
governmental institutions, otherwise there is little 
vegetation. Due to the current population and 
development pressure the available trees, open and 
green spaces in the study area are continuously cut 
down and filled up for further urban expansion. This 
situation seriously threatens the ecological balance of 
the study area. Lack of trees along the riverfront also 
causes riverbank erosion and encroachment which in 
turn increase the chance of flooding.

Map and photographs:
3.2.2.1: http://www.pbase.com/bmcmorrow/image/90733863
3.2.2.2: http://www.pbase.com/bmcmorrow/image/90733869
3.2.2.3: http://www.flickr.com/photos/88343150@N00/4037690600/sizes/z/in/photostream/
3.2.2.4: http://www.flickr.com/photos/farnar/2790372450/
3.2.2.5: by Author
3.2.2.5: Source of the air photo: http://maps.google.ca/maps?hl=en&tab=wl 

3.2.2 Vegetation
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Study area

The Buriganga River

Dhaka City

3.2.3.1 Dhaka city and the study area in respect to the Buriganga River.

Diagrams: All diagrams are edited by author.
3.2.3.1 : Source of the map: http://maps.google.ca/maps?hl=en&tab=wl
3.2.3.2 : Source of the air photo: http://www.banglapedia.org/httpdocs/HT/D_0145.HTM 

3.2.3 Hydrology

The Buriganga River
The Buriganga River is the main river passing through the 
west and south of the city of Dhaka (see figure 3.2.3.1). 
The average depth of the river is 7.6 m and the maximum 
depth is 18 m (Buriganga River, 2011). The study area 
of this thesis is located on the northern bank of the river 
(figure 3.2.3.2). 

Flooding in Dhaka City
A number of severe floods have struck Dhaka city since 
its early days. Floods in the city are mainly caused by: 
spillover from surrounding rivers flowing to and from 
the major rivers of the country, excessive rainfall during 
monsoon and internal water logging as a consequence 
of flooding (Islam, Haque and Bala, 2008).

3.2.3.2 Study area and the Buriganga River.

The Buriganga River

Pond
Study area
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Study area

Existing flood embankment. 

Proposed flood 
embankment. 

West Zone                                East Zone

Dhaka City

Diagrams:

3.2.3.3: Edited by author.
3.2.3.3: Source of the map : http://www.rajukdhaka.gov.bd/rajuk/image/dap/groupC_Report/Chapters_c.pdf 

Flood protection in Dhaka City
Flood embankment: After the devastating flood in 
1988, the government of Dhaka city initiated a few flood 
protection projects. As part of those projects the city 
constructed flood embankment on the western part of 
the city (RAJUK, 2008) (see figure 3.2.3.3). Part of that 
embankment is located in the study area and serves 
flood protection during seasonal flooding.
Tree plantation program: Trees have always been 
beneficial for flood affected cities. Dhaka city is not 
different in this aspect. As a flood protection strategy the 
government of Dhaka city introduced a tree 
plantation project after the devastating flood in 1988, in 
which different educational, governmental and private 
organizations were involved in planting trees along the 
river banks, embankments, side walks, railways, 
homesteads, and highlands of the city. Public 
participation was highly appreciated by the city during 
that time. Rain, Sishu and Mahogany trees were chosen 
for this purpose. Later this project was no longer active 
due to some political issues.

3.2.3.3 Existing and proposed flood protection in Dhaka City.
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Ave Building height       15 m

Flood embankment wall  8.5 m
Existing ground level      7.0 m
Flood danger level          6.0 m
Existing water level        4.25 m

Mean sea level                0.00 m

The Buriganga River

Study area

Existing flood wall 

Diagram and photographs:

3.2.3.4: Edited by author.
3.2.3.4: Source of the air photo : http://maps.google.ca/maps?hl=en&tab=wl
3.2.3.5: by Author
3.2.3.6: Collected by author.

Flood protection in the study area
The study area contains both the embankment and flood 
walls along the riverfront. The existing flood walls are 
found as discontinuous mainly due to the 
haphazard commercial access and loading unloading 
functions (see figure 3.2.3.4, 3.2.3.5). To identify the 
performance or functionality of the existing flood wall 
during the flooding seasons, a detail technical study and 
survey is needed. Without this information it would be 
difficult to determine whether the existing flood 
protection in the study area is sufficient or not sufficient 
to deal with the seasonal flooding issue in the study 
area. 

3.2.3.4 Discontinuous flood walls in the study area.
3.2.3.6 Existing flood wall along the riverfront in respect to the elevation of the study area, the existing water level 
and the flood danger level of the river. 

3.2.3.5 Encroachment of the existing flood wall by haphazard commercial access and loading unloading 
functions.
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Overtopping leading to failure

Structural failure

Rotation

Sliding

Seepage

Piping

Flood wall

Flood embankment

Improvement of flood walls and embankments
Flood walls or embankments are the traditional means 
of protecting low lying communities and infrastructure 
against flooding. Although the primary function of such 
structures is defense but they also have a secondary 
function. Quite often there is the aim of enhancing the 
environment or improving the amenity or both.
A careful investigation is needed to upgrade or improve 
an existing flood defence particularly for the situations 
where flood walls are constructed on an urban river 
frontage because such defences usually have been in 
existence for many years and their defence function has 
increased and changed over time with the process of 
urbanization. A considerable examination of the original 
design, the current condition and functions of the 
existing defense elements along with the testing of 
different failure modes (figure 3.2.3.8) are required in 
such cases (Environment Agency. UK, 2009). 

Diagrams:

3.2.3.7, 3.2.3.8: http://evidence.environment-agency.gov.uk/FCERM/Libraries/Fluvial_Documents/Fluvial_Design_Guide_-_Chapter_9.sflb.ashx

3.2.3.7 Typical section of flood wall and flood embankment.

3.2.3.8 Common failure modes for flood defences.
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3.2.4 Summary

Key findings of the environmental analysis of the study area are:
• Any further development of the study area and the riverfront should consider the hot, wet and humid climate of 

the region. 
• The study area is lacking sufficient vegetation and trees, especially on the riverbank. The tree plantation 
      program that was once implemented as a flood control strategy could be reintroduced to protect the study 
      area from seasonal flooding, riverbank erosion and encroachment. The policy could also provide scope to 
      enhance vegetation in the study area.       
• The Buriganga River is the most dominant natural feature in the study area. 
• Based on the literature review it can be concluded that the improvement of the existing flood protection in the 

study area including the embankment and flood wall needs further study, survey and engineering knowledge or 
expertise and at this stage this is beyond the scope of this thesis. For this reason the flooding issue of the study 
area is left unaddressed and is recommended for future research.  
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3.3 Urban typology analysis

3.3.1 Terminals
3.3.2 Commercial storage
3.3.3 Mixed use structures
3.3.4 Institutional landmarks 
3.3.5 Historic landmark
3.3.6 Religious structures
3.3.7 Building heights
3.3.8 Summary

Typology is the study of building types to understand urban form and the process of shaping the fabric of cities 
(Mouden, 1992). Particular type in built form developed over time, according to the functional requirement, 
environmental condition, aesthetic consideration and sociocultural context of a place. “Thus particular shape and 
details of a type vary from society to society” (Sandalack and Nicolai, 2006:197). In addition, to understand urban 
form or the physical characteristics of cities, it is important to explore the relationship between buildings and their 
related open spaces.
In this section, the types of built form along the riverfront have been analyzed to understand their evolution and 
relationship with the river. Photographs, sectional diagrams and maps are utilized to better understand this 
relationship.   
  

CHAPTER 3



3.3.1.1 Existing terminals along the Buriganga river. 

3.3.1.4 Sadarghat Passenger 
Terminal. 

3.3.1.5 Wise Ghat Commercial 
Terminal. 

3.3.1.6 Patuatoli Commercial Terminal. 

3.3.1.3 Badamtoli Commercial Terminal. 3.3.1.2 BIWTC Commercial Terminal.

Terminals

Badamtoli 
Commercial 
Terminal 

BIWTC 
Commercial 
Terminal

Wise Ghat 
Commercial 
Terminal 

Sadarghat Passenger Terminal Patuatoli 
Commercial 
Terminal 
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3.3.1 Terminals

Map and Photographs :

3.3.1.1 : by Author
3.3.1.2 : http://dhakadailyphoto.blogspot.com/2010/12/blog-post.html
3.3.1.3 : http://dhakadailyphoto.blogspot.com/2007/01/dhaka-river-bank-scene-viewed-from.html
3.3.1.4 : http://dhakadailyphoto.blogspot.com/2007/10/home-bound-for-eid-ul-fitr-2007.html
3.3.1.5 : http://flickriver.com/search/buriganga+river/
3.3.1.6 : http://naushaduzzaman.blogspot.com/2011_02_01_archive.html

There are four commercial and one passenger terminals located in the study area. Both of them are owed by the 
government of Dhaka City.
Commercial Terminals: Commercial terminals along the riverfront are visually most prominent and functionally a 
very important structure in the study area. Daily, a large number of motorized boats and ferries along with 
numerous country boats are dedicated to serve the passengers and traders from surrounding districts and different 
parts of the city. These terminals are not designed, they evolved over time by responding commercial functions and 
their demand in the study area.
Passenger Terminal: The Sadarghat Passenger Terminal is the largest and the only water based passenger 
terminal in Dhaka city. A large number of passengers use this terminal everyday for arrival and departure. Although 
the terminal is only designated for passenger movement, many commercial products are also exchanged due to 
the enormous demand of commercial functions in the study area. 



3.3.2.1 Commercial storage along the riverbank.  3.3.2.2 Commercial storage at the Buckland 
Embankment road.

3.3.2.4 Sectional diagram illustrates the relationship between the river and commercial storage. 

Commercial storage

3.3.2.3 Existing commercial storage along the riverfront. 

Sale

Loading unloading, distribution, illegal parking 
on the Buckland Embankment road.

Commercial goods are coming from surrounding 
districts and then stored in these structures. From 
here goods are loaded and unloaded and 
distributed in the study area and the rest part of 
the city.

Commercial storageMixed use structure

River

Buckland Embankment Road

Buckland Embankment Road
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3.3.2 Commercial storage

Commercial storage structures are mainly used for the storage of various commercial products after they arrived in 
the terminals. These structures are mainly built illegally by encroaching on the existing riverbank and the sidewalks 
of the Buckland Embankment road in the study area. They evolved along the riverfront overtime, due to the lack of 
storage facilities in the terminals or in the study area and to support the existing commercial functions and 
commercial distribution to the study area and to the rest part of the city. These structures are quite prominent both 
visually and functionally and considered an important part of the study area. A sectional diagram and photographs 
are provided below to explain the relationship between these structures and the river. 

Map, sectional diagram, photographs:

3.3.2.1: http://www.pbase.com/bmcmorrow/image/90733863
3.3.2.2: Collected by author
3.3.2.3, 3.3.2.4: by Author



Exiting mixed use structures on Buckland Embankment Road.

3.3.3.5 Sectional diagram showing the functional zoning of the mixed use structures and the relationship 
between these structures and the river.3.3.3.4 Existing mixed use structures in the study area.

Mixed use structures

3.3.3.1                                                       3.3.3.2                                                      3.3.3.3   

Buckland Embankment Road

SaleStorage

Residence

Commercial goods are coming 
from surrounding districts to the 
study area.

Loading unloading and distribution of 
commercial goods on the Buckland 
Embankment Road.

Ground floor of these structures 
are mainly used for sale and 
storage of commercial goods.

Commercial storage River

Buckland Embankment Road
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3.3.3 Mixed use structures

Map, sectional diagram, photographs:

3.3.3.1, 3.3.3.2, 3.3.3.3: Collected by author.
3.3.3.4, 3.3.3.5 : by Author

The majority of the structures located along the riverfront and on the Buckland Embankment Road are the mixed 
use structures. Over time, these structures were developed according to the functional needs and demands of the 
wholesale commercial district in the study area. A sectional diagram and photographs are provided below to explain 
the functional zoning of these structures and their relationship with the river.



3.3.4.2 SSMC Medical College and Mitford Hospital. 3.3.4.3 Inside the BAFA. 

3.3.4.1 Existing institutions in the study area.

Institutions

Bulbul Academy of Fine Arts (BAFA).SSMC Medical College and Mitford Hospital.
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3.3.4 Institutional landmarks

Maps and photographs:

3.3.4.1: by Author
3.3.4.2: http://dhakadailyphoto.blogspot.ca/p/history-heritage.html
3.3.4.3: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bulbul_academy_of_finearts_Old_Dhaka_031.jpg 

Mitford Hospital and Sir Salimullah Medical College 
(SSMC)
This is one of the major medical institutions in Dhaka 
City and an important landmark in the study area. The 
institution is located on the north west bank of the 
Buriganga River. The institute provides both medical 
and educational facilities to patients and students from 
the study area, the rest part of the city and also from the 
surrounding districts. (Sir Salimullah Medical College, 
Mitford Hospital, 2012). The institute was built along the 
river in 1875, due to the easy communication and 
availability of water.

Bulbul Academy of Fine Arts (BAFA) 
Once used as a mansion of JP Wise, an influential 
landlord and an indigo planter, this historic structure 
facing the Buriganga river is now known as Bulbul 
Academy of Fine Arts, a popular fine arts institution in 
the city (Bulbul Lalitakala Academy, 2012). The 
presence of the river and its cultural landscape has 
been an important influence on the establishment of this 
institution in the study area.



3.3.5.3 Inside the museum.

The Pink Palace Museum / Ahsan Manzil Museum
The museum located in the study area is one of the 
major and popular landmarks in the city. This historic 
structure is built in 1859 along the riverfront. The 
riverfront locations were used to be the most attractive 
and precious land during the Mughal era. Therefore, this 
historical palace was used to be the residence of the 
Nawab’s, the provincial governor of the city during the 
Mughal era. The palace was also used as Rang Mahal, 
a palace for pleasure by a local landlord during the Pre 
Muhgal era. Over time, along with the social, political 
and economic changes, the use of this historic palace 
has also been changed. Recognizing the 
historical and architectural importance of the Ahsan 
Manzil, the government took initiative to renovate it. In 
1985, Ahsan Manzil and its surroundings were acquired 
by the government. The renovation work completed in 
1992 under the supervision of the Directorate of Public 
Works and Architecture, Dhaka City and was brought 
under the control of Bangladesh National Museum 
(Ahsan Manzil, 2012). At present this palace has turned 
into a museum named the Ahsan Manjil Museum or the 
Pink Palace Museum in the study area.

3.3.5.4 view of the Pink Palace Museum from the Buriganga River.

3.3.5.2 The Pink Palace Museum / Ahsan Manzil Museum.

3.3.5.1 Historic landmark in the study area.

Historic landmark
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3.3.5 Historic landmark

Map and photographs :

3.3.5.1: by Author
3.3.5.2: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/4/44/Ahsan_Manjil_in_Pink.jpg
3.3.5.3: http://www.flickr.com/photos/arifbd111/3162811501/sizes/z/in/photostream/
3.3.5.4: http://www.pbase.com/bmcmorrow/dhakariver&page=all



3.3.6.2 Mosque near the Pink Palace.         3.3.6.3 Binanati bathing temple along the riverfront 
near the Pink Palace Museum.

3.3.6.1 Mosques and temples in the study area.

Mosque

Temple
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3.3.6 Religious Structures

There are a few mosques and temples located along the riverfront (Taufique, K. Z. H., Saha, D. & Biswas, S. 
(2009). These religious structures are functionally important in the study area. They are used frequently not only by 
local people but also by the visitors, mainly the passengers and the commercial traders and workers from 
surrounding districts, who visit the study area everyday. In most of the South East Asian cities water plays a very 
important role in religion, in many different ways. 
Riverfronts in these cities have strong religious value with specific sociocultural norms. For example, Muslims use 
water for washing before prayer, five times everyday, while Hindus consider water as a purifying material and pray 
in the river daily and during many religious occasions. Consequently in most of the South East Asian cities the river 
and the riverbanks are always selected for religious establishments. The riverfront in the study area is not different 
in this aspect.

Map and photographs :

3.3.6.1: by Author
3.3.6.2: http://flickriver.com/search/buriganga+river/
3.3.6.3: http://www.flickr.com/photos/11479096@N02/2396097490/
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Building height in meters.

0       50                   100                                        200 m

3.3.7.2 Existing building heights along the riverfront.

3.3.7.1 Current elevation along the riverfront.

3.3.7 Building height

The exiting height of the buildings located along the Buriganga Riverfront are indicated below. The average height 
of the buildings varies from 6m (20 ft) to 12m (40 ft). Considering the current dense and compact settlement pattern 
of the study area, horizontal expansion for any further development is strongly discouraged by the government of 
Dhaka city (RAJUK, 2008). However vertical expansion presents potential to respond the future development 
opportunities and demands along the riverfront in the study area.

Map and diagram:

3.3.7.1, 3.3.7.2 : by author
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3.3.8 Summary

Different types of built forms are identified along the riverfront. These structures are developed over time in 
association with the river and according to the functional needs of the study area and the people who live in. The 
functions or usage of some structures had been changed along with the sociocultural, political and economic 
changes of the city. The prevailing types reflects the strong functional and cultural relationship between these 
structures and the river in the study area. Considering the importance of the relationship between the existing built 
forms and the river, both the functions and types of these structures are needs to be retained for any future 
development of the riverfront and the study area. Again, the height of the buildings along the riverfront provide 
opportunities to respond the future needs of the inhabitants in the study area. 
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3.4 Visual analysis

Space is perceived as a visual relationship between objects. The nature of that place is determined by the 
building masses and the multitude of relationship between them and their related spaces (Sandalack and Nicolai, 
2006:197). Thus a place can be understood through its visual quality as it contributes to the user’s experience and 
make the place memorable or remarkable. In this section, diagrams and photographs are utilize to understand the 
overall visual quality of the riverfront including the important visual features of the riverfront, key viewpoints and 
directions to the study are from the river.   

3.4.1 Current image of the riverfront
3.4.2 Important visual objects, key views and directions

CHAPTER 3
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3.4.1.1 The current functional image of the Buriganga Riverfront.

Source of the Photographs:

3.4.1.1: http://www.flickr.com/photos/abrinsky/5581320323/

3.4.1.1 shows mainly functional use of the Buriganga River and the Riverfront. This function is evolved over time by 
different terminals and their busy functions.

3.4.1 Current image
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Buriganga River
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3.4.2 Important visual objects, key views, directions

The Pink Palace Museum

Terminals

Buriganga River

Important visual objects along the riverfront

Key view points

Key panorama

3.4.2.1  Key view points, directions and important visual objects on the riverfront.

Map:

3.4.2.1: by Author



3.4.2.4 The Buriganga Riverfront.

3.4.2.2 Types of livelihood along the riverfront. 3.4.2.3 The essence of the study area.
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From the river, most prominent visual objects are the terminals and the Pink Palace Museum (see figure 3.4.2.1, 
3.4.2.2). The view of museum from the river is astonishing. The river itself is the most attractive visual feature from 
the study area. The study area possesses an unique image. The riverfront is very functional, busy and active 24 
hours with different people and functions (figure 3.4.2.2). The current image of the study area reflects a fusion of 
both historic and contemporary urban environment (figure 3.4.2.3, 3.4.2.4) and with the types of livelihood present 
here sets a unique quality of this particular place. Thus the riverfront contributes a lot to the user’s experience 
functionally, socially, spiritually and psychologically. For any further development of the riverfront and the study area 
this visual quality and the essence of the place is important and needs to be to retained.

Photographs:

3.4.2.2, 3.4.2.3 : collected by Author  
3.4.2.4 :  http://www.flickr.com/photos/rezwanrazzaq/5049553109/sizes/l/in/photostream/
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3.5.1 Building massing
3.5.2 Land use
3.5.3 Landmarks
3.5.4 Open space 
3.5.5 Movement analysis
3.5.6 Edge: the riverfront
3.5.7 Users 
3.5.8 Synthesis

3.5 Spatial structure analysis

Spatial structure analysis of a place considers land utilization and the pattern of activities that the particular place 
generate. It describes the location and the distribution of particular uses and the functional relationships between 
them (Sandalack and Nicolai, 2006:196). In this section, spatial structure analysis is intended to understand the 
study area in terms of the distribution and arrangement of urban form, space and functions and their 
interrelationships. It is important and always useful to measure the spatial structure of a place because it provides a 
way to evaluate how the spatial pattern impacts the development and transformation of that place as well as how it 
contributes to the identity and quality of life there. Several types of mapping and analysis are used in this section to 
understand the spatial relationships among different components in the study area.

CHAPTER  3 
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3.5.1 Building massing

The figure ground map provided below, shows current development pattern and density of buildings in the study 
area. The total area of the site is 96.19 acres or 0.38 sqkm and the population density of the area is 521 people per 
acre or 128,897 people per sqkm (RAJUK, 2008) [In contrast, the population density of the densest part of the City 
of Calgary, in Down Town West End is 18,937 people per sqkm (Calgary Herald, 2012)]. Since the population 
density is very high in the study area, further densification is strongly discouraged by the local government 
(RAJUK, 2008). 
Figure 3.5.1.1 clearly shows that the building density in the study area is very high and only the existing open 
spaces provide relief to this current compact and densely built environment.  

Buildings / Structures

Map:

3.5.1.1 : by Author

3.5.1.1 Figure ground.
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Residential

Mixed use commercial

Institutions

Administration

Community / Recreation

Religious structures

Terminals

Green 

Water 

Buriganga River

3.5.2.0 Existing land use.
0        50                          100                                     200 m

3.5.2 Land use

The existing land uses of the study area are mainly composed of mixed use commercial, residential, institutional, 
religious and various terminal functions (Taufique, K. Z. H., Saha, D. & Biswas, S. (2009). Among them the portion 
of mixed use commercials are higher. Terminals are important functional features of the study area. The overall 
land use pattern of the study area mainly evolved due to the presence of the river and has contributed to the city’s 
economy since its early days. The river and the study area still function together. 

Map:

3.5.2.0 : by Author
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3.5.2.1.1 Sadarghat fruits and vegetable 
stores. 

3.5.2.1.2 Islampur cloth stores. 3.5.2.1.3 Bangla bazar book 
store.

3.5.2.1.5 Babubazar rice 
store.

3.5.2.1.4 Mixed use shops.

The mixed use commercials uses shown in 3.5.2.0 are the wholesale commercial shops in the study area. 
Different types of wholesale markets are clustered together and formed the major wholesale commercial district in 
Dhaka city (Shahjahan, 2009). Every day many commercial products arrive from the surrounding districts and are 
exchanged through the terminals located along the river. A big portion of these products are then distributed to the 
inner city and the surrounding neighborhoods. The wholesale commercial district in the study area plays a 
significant role in Dhaka city’s economy. The district also contributes to the identity of the study area. 
  

3.5.2.1 Wholesale mixed use commercial district

Buriganga River Sadarghat Passenger Terminal

Buckland Embankment Road

C
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3.5.2.1.6 Different types of wholesale markets and their circulation and distribution. 

Commercial access.

Circulation and distribution of 
goods to the study area and to 
the inner city.

Commercial loading unloading 
functions.

Roads having direct 
connection to the inner city.

Rice stores

Mixed use stores

Fruits and vegetable stores

Book stores

Cloth stores

Commercial storage

Commercial terminals

Country boats

Cargo boats

Diagram and photographs:
3.5.2.1.1, 3.5.2.1.4: Collected by author.
3.5.2.1.2: http://www.thedailystar.net/magazine/2011/08/02/cover.htm
3.5.2.1.3 : http://www.thedailystar.net/magazine/2010/07/03/cover.htm
3.5.2.1.5 : http://wdi2011.blogspot.com/2011/06/first-foray-into-field-work.html
3.5.2.1.6: by Author
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3.5.7 Sectional diagram

3.5.2.2.1 Commercial goods are coming from surrounding districts to the commercial terminals 
along the riverfront by both large and small boats.

3.5.2.2.2 3.5.2.2.3 Loading and unloading, illegal parking, auction, 
commercial circulation and distribution on the Buckland 
Embankment Road.

3.5.2.2.4 Sectional diagram illustrates current interface between wholesale commercial district and the river.

3.5.2.2 Current interface between the river and the wholesale commercial district

Diagrams and photographs:

3.5.2.2.1, 3.5.2.2.3: Collected by author
3.5.2.2.4: by Author
3.5.2.2.2: http://www.pbase.com/bmcmorrow/dhakariver&page=all 

Diagram 3.5.3.6 shows different types of wholesale markets, their connection with the river and their circulation and 
distribution in the study area and to the inner city. The Buckland Embankment Road is mainly used for 
commercial loading and unloading purpose while other roads in the study area are used for the distribution of 
commercial goods both to the inner city and surrounding neighborhoods. Both photographs (3.5.2.2.1 to 3.5.2.2.3) 
and sectional diagram (3.5.2.2.4) illustrate the current functional flow and the nature of interface between the river 
and the wholesale commercial district.

Commercial storage
Sell + Storage

Mixed use buildingCommercial goods are first loaded 
and unloaded in the existing 
commercial terminals.

Preparation for distribution: Loading 
unloading, packing and unpacking in the 
commercial storage.

Buckland Embankment road is mainly used 
by the commercial users for loading unloading 
purpose, auction and for the distribution of 
goods both to the inner city and surrounding 
neighborhoods. 

Buckland Embankment Road

Commercial goods are coming 
from surrounding districts to the 
study.

The view towards the river from the Buckland 
Embankment Road is completely blocked by 
commercial storage, illegal parking and busy 
commercial functions (figure 3.5.2.2.3, 3.5.2.2.4). 
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3.5.2.3.4 Both pedestrian and vehicular circulation are affected on the 
Buckland Embankment road. Conflicts observed between commercial 
circulation and distribution and pedestrian and vehicular movement on 
the road.

3.5.2.3.2 Commercial garbage dumped carelessly on the Buckland 
Embankment road during loading unloading of commercial goods.

3.5.2.3.3 The riverbank gets encroached by the illegal construction of 
commercial storage and by the loading unloading functions. The water 
also gets polluted during loading and unloading function on the riverbank.

3.5.2.3.5 Noise pollution on the Buckland Embankment road during 
auction of commercial goods.

Major issues found:
• Interruption in vehicular and 
     pedestrian circulation on the 
     Buckland Embankment Road.
• Riverbank encroachment.
• Environmental pollution in the 

form of air, water and noise 
     pollution.

Photographs:

3.5.2.3.1, 3.5.2.3.2, 3.5.2.3.3, 3.5.2.3.4, 3.5.2.3.5: Collected by author.

3.5.2.3 Current commercial interface and the resulting issues

3.5.2.3.1 Unmanageable traffic congestion and noise pollution created 
on the Buckland Embankment road during rush hours by the current 
nature of commercial circulation, distribution and illegal parking along 
the road.
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3.5.3 Landmarks

3.5.3.0 Existing landmarks.

Important landmarks are shown in 3.5.3.0 Their importance as landmarks in 
the study area has been described in section 3.3.1, 3.3.4, 3.3.5. 

Map:

3.5.3.0: by Author
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SSMC Medical College and Mitford Hospital

Religious structures

Green

Patients and students are coming to the 
institute from surrounding districts.

Existing access to the Buckland 
Embankment road from the river.

Property boundary 
wall of the institute.

Existing flood wall.

Busy commercial functions and 
illegal commercial parking affects the 
educational and social 
environment along the riverfront. This 
also interrupts both the vehicular and 
pedestrian circulation as well as the 
students and patients movement on 
the Buckland Embankment Road. 

3.5.3.1.4 Sectional diagram showing current interface between the medical institute and the river.

SSMC Medical College
and Mitford Hospital

3.5.3.1 Current interface between the medical institute and the river

Student and patients circulation..
Student and patients access from the river.

Illegal commercial parking.

Property boundary wall of the institute.
Existing flood wall along the Buckland 
Embankment Road.

3.5.3.1.1 Blow up plan.

3.5.3.1.2 View of the medical institute from the river and access to the 
Buckland Embankment road from the river.

Photographs and diagrams:

3.5.3.1.1, 3.5.3.1.4: by Author
3.5.3.1.2: http://www.flickr.com/photos/28705377@N04/3861199554/sizes/o/in/photostream/
3.5.3.1.3: http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_ZPf1HUBNpK4/STQiDQlTrkI/AAAAAAAAOQI/1Xt418VQWXk/s1600-h/6506.jpg

Currently there is no direct access from the Buckland Embankment road 
to the institute. Two direct entries observed from the river to the Buckland 
Embankment road through which patients and students can enter the 
study area but not the institute (figure 3.5.3.1.2). The institute is only 
accessible from the Islampur road on the north of the study area (figure 
3.5.3.1.1). It is surrounded by a property boundary wall in order to avoid 
unwanted access and the busy commercial functions of the Buckland 
Embankment road (figure 3.5.3.1.4). The river and the institute were 
directly connected to each other during the British era (figure 3.5.3.1.3). 
That connection disappeared over time by the demand and pressure of 
commercial functions of the wholesale district. Consequently the 
institution turned its back to the river.

3.5.3.1.3 Direct access to the institute from the river in 1854.

Buckland Embankment Road

Babubazar R
oad

Islampur Road

Existing entry of the institution

Access to the Buckland Embankment 
road  from the river.
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3.5.3.2.1 Blow up plan.

The Pink Palace Museum

Mixed use structures

Religious structures

Terminals

Green

Circulation and access to the palace.

Property boundary wall of the museum.

Flood wall.

Commercial loading and unloading function, commercial 
distribution and illegal parking.

Buriganga River

Islampur Road

Ahsanullah Rd W
ise G

hat R
d

Buckland Embankment Road

Current 
entry to the 
museum

There is no direct access observed from the museum to the river. The 
museum is only accessible from the intersection of Wise ghat and 
Ahsanullah Road in the study area (3.5.3.2.1). The museum is 
surrounded by its property boundary wall in order to avoid unwanted 
access and the busy commercial functions on the Buckland Embankment 
road (figure 3.5.3.2.2). Both the property boundary wall of the museum 
and the flood wall along the riverfront prevents direct access from the 
river to the museum (figure 3.5.3.2.4). The visual connection between the 
river and the museum is also affected by the nature of commercial 
functions (figure 3.5.3.2.2, 3.5.3.2.3). 
The social environment of the riverfront near the museum is seriously 
affected by the busy commercial functions and environmental pollution 
(figure 3.5.3.2.5, 3.5.3.2.7). The current situation discourages people to 
visit and enjoy the museum especially from the riverside. This also affects 
the popularity of the museum as a landmark. The historic palace was 
directly accessible from the river during the British era (figure 3.5.3.2.8) 
and had a different social and cultural interface with the river. Both the 
connection and the social environment disappeared over time due to 
demand and functions of the commercial district in the study area. 

3.5.3.2 Current interface between the Pink Palace Museum and the river

3.5.3.2.2 Commercial loading and unloading functions, illegal parking,  
selling and distribution of commercial goods on the Buckland 
Embankment road near the museum. Noise pollution and traffic 
congestion created during rush hours on this road by this busy 
commercial functions. 

Photographs and diagrams:

3.5.3.2.1, 3.5.3.2.3, 3.5.3.2.4: by Author
3.5.3.2.2: Collected by author.

3.5.3.2.3 Blow up section of 3.5.3.2.4 sowing the current pedestrian 
environment on the Buckland Embankment Road near the museum.

Property boundary 
wall of the museum.Flood wall

Property boundary wall 
of the museum.

View towards the river from the road.

Buckland Embankment Road

View towards the river from the museum.

Existing mosque
The Pink Palace Museum

3.5.3.2.4 Sectional diagram showing current interface between the museum and the river.
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Photographs and diagrams:

3.5.3.2.5, 3.5.3.2.6: Collected by author
3.5.3.2.7:  http://www.flickr.com/photos/olivewitch/5827303440/sizes/l/in/photostream/
3.5.3.2.8: http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_ZPf1HUBNpK4/STJjv87yI9I/AAAAAAAAOMQ/VtMFDf5_OeA/s1600-h/6474.jpg

3.5.3.2.6 Commercial garbage dumped carelessly on the Buckland 
Embankment Road on the south of the museum. The situation affects the 
social environment of the riverfront.

3.5.3.2.7 Current interface between the museum and the river.

3.5.3.2.8 Past interface between the palace and the river. The picture 
above showing a cultural activity in the ground of Ahsan Manzil or the 
Pink Palace during 1905.

Honour guard for Sir Fuller on lawn of Pink Palace or Ahsan 
Manzil in 1905.

The River

3.5.3.2.5 Environmental pollution and illegal commercial parking on 
the Buckland Embankment Road affects the social environment of the 
riverfront and the museum. Access to the river from the palace is also 
blocked by both the boundary wall of the museum and the flood wall 
along the riverfront.

Property boundary wall of the museum.

Flood wall
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3.5.3.3.3 Current pedestrian environment on the Buckland Embankment 
road near the BAFA. Traffic congestion created during rush hours by 
selling and distribution of commercial goods.

Commercial storage
BAFA

Wise Ghat Commercial Terminal

Mixed use Shops

Accessibility and visual connection to the 
river from the institute is blocked.

Buckland Embankment Road

W
ise G

hat R
d

Buckland Embankment Road

Sim
son R

d

Wise Ghat Rd

3.5.3.3.4 Sectional diagram showing the current interface between the cultural institute (BAFA) and the river.

3.5.3.3.1 Blow up plan.

3.5.3.3.2 Illegal parking, commercial distribution and mixed use shops on 
the Buckland Embankment Road near the institution.

3.5.3.3 Current interface between the Bulbul Academy of Fine Arts (BAFA) and the river

Commercial loading and unloading, 
distribution and illegal parking.

Property boundary wall of the institute.

Circulation to the BAFA.Institution

Mixed Use

Commercial storage
Terminals

Religious structures

Green

Currently there is no direct access between the river and the institution. 
The institute is only accessible from the Wise Ghat Road in the study 
area. The institution is surrounded by the property boundary wall to 
avoid the busy commercial functions of the Buckland Embankment Road 
(figure 3.5.3.3.2). The educational environment of the institute as well as 
the pedestrian and social environment along the riverfront is seriously 
threatened by the current commercial functions and their resulting issues 
such as traffic congestion (figure 3.5.3.3.3). The Wise Ghat Commercial 
Terminal and the storage along the riverfront, the busy commercial 
functions on the Buckland Embankment Road and the property boundary 
wall of the institute, all prevents to access and visually connect to the 
river from the institute. Gradually the institution has turned its back to the 
river over time.
  

Photograph and diagrams:

3.5.3.3.1, 3.5.3.3.3, 3.5.3.3.4: by Author
3.5.3.3.2: Collected by author.
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Buckland Embankment Road

3.5.3.4.1 Blow up plan.

Islampur Road

Buckland Embankment Road

C
hittaranjan Avenue

Mixed use

Commercial storage
Sadarghat Passenger Terminal

Religious structures

Commercial circulation

Passenger’s circulation

Commercial access Passengers access

Mixed use 
building

Sadarghat Passenger Terminal

3.5.3.4.2 Both commercial goods and passengers are 
coming from surrounding districts to the Sadarghat 
Passenger Terminal.

3.5.3.4.5 Sectional diagram showing the current interface between the passenger terminal and the river.

3.5.3.4 Current interface between the Sadarghat Passenger Terminal and the river

3.5.3.4.3 Traffic congestion at the entry of the terminal 
during rush hours. Conflicts observed between 
passengers movement and commercial distribution.

3.5.3.4.4 Chittaranjan Avenue during rush hours. 
Conflict observed among the circulation of the 
passengers, commercial users and pedestrian 
shoppers.

Photographs and diagrams:

3.5.3.4.1, 3.5.3.4.5: by Author
3.5.3.4.2, 3.5.3.4.4: http://www.flickriver.com/photos/maciejdakowicz/tags/dhaka/
3.5.3.4.3: Collected by author

This terminal was designated only for passengers but 
over time the pressure of commercial demand allowed 
commercial access in this terminal. During rush hours, 
unmanageable traffic congestion and noise pollution 
created on the Chittaranjan Avenue by the distribution 
of commercial goods, the movement of local people, 
passengers and pedestrian shoppers (see figure 
3.5.3.4.4).   
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Key findings of the current interface between existing landmarks and the river are:
• Both the institutions and the museum are not accessible from the riverfront. Visual connection from the 
      landmarks to the river, the social and the pedestrian environment along the riverfront are seriously affected 
      by the nature of commercial functions and their resulting issues. Overall the functional nature of the riverfront 
      becomes so prominent over time, that the existing landmarks have turned their back to the river and lost public 
      consciousness. Gradually the social, cultural and recreational life at the water edge has also disappeared.
• Major conflicts are found between commercial circulation, distribution and passengers movement both on the 

Buckland Embankment Road and Chittaranjan Avenue. Current situation affects the performance of the 
     terminals. 
• Proper planning and design guidelines are needed to accommodate the functional, social and recreational uses 

along the riverfront gracefully.
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3.5.4 Open space

The public and private open spaces in the study area are shown in 3.5.4.1. Private open spaces are mainly 
institutional and access to these places are mostly controlled by the respective authorities. Available public spaces 
in the study area are: the riverbank, the riverfront, the Nawab Bari pond and the open space inside the Pink Palace 
museum, Sadarghat Jame Mosque, and the Sri Sri Nibas temple. Accessibility to the riverbank and the riverfront is 
completely blocked by the busy commercial functions and their resulting issues for example traffic congestion and 
environmental pollution (see figure 3.5.4.2). The property boundary wall of the museum does not allow to access 
the open space inside the museum from the riverfront. The Nawab Bari pond is only accessible through a 

3.5.4.1 Public and private open spaces.

Map:

3.5.4.1: by Author

Existing entry to the private open space.

Existing entry to the public open space.

Commercial functions, circulation and distribution.Private open space

Public open space

The Nawab Bari Pond

The Buriganga River

Property boundary wall

Existing flood wall
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Photographs:

3.5.4.2, 3.5.4.3: Collected by author.
3.5.4.4: http://www.skyscrapercity.com/showthread.php?t=143280&page=43, http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/archive/d/da/20110426031338%21Gol_talab_dhaka_.jpg

3.5.4.3 Temporary mixed use shops on the left of the Buckland 
Embankment Road has blocked the view and access to the open space 
of the mosque and temple.

3.5.4.2 Accessibility to the river and the riverbank is affected by 
commercial functions on the Buckland Embankment Road.

3.5.4.4 The historic Nawab Bari pond / the Gol Talab in the study area.

Existing entry to the pond on the north west of 
the museum.

pedestrian route from the north west of the museum (see figure 3.5.4.1). This pond was part of the Pink Palace dur-
ing the Mughal era. Over time the pond became surrounded by high rise residential buildings and the connection 
between the pond and the riverfront disappeared (see figure 3.5.4.4). Gradually this historic pond lost public 
consciousness. Again, access to the open space of the Sadarghat Jame Mosque and the Sri Sri Nibas temple is 
totally blocked by temporary mixed use shops on the Buckland Embankment road (figure 3.5.4.3).  
The existing public spaces are precious and they are the only source of relief to the densely built and crowded 
study area. But the current nature of commercial functions are making these places vulnerable in terms of 
accessibility and uses. Proper planning and design guidelines are needed to improve accessibility to these public 
open spaces and to provide a better social environment in the study area.   
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3.5.5.0 Different circulation in the study area.
0        50                   100                                           200 m
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3.5.5 Movement analysis 

Map:

3.5.5.0: by Author

Vehicular and pedestrian circulation and different types of access from the river are mapped in 3.5.5.0 (Base Map, 
Ward No 73, Zone - 02, 2003). The diagram provides an understanding of the circulation of different users in the 
study area. 
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Source of the photographs:

3.5.5.1.1, 3.5.5.1.2: Collected by author.
3.5.5.1.3: http://www.flickr.com/photos/maciejdakowicz/2447268402/sizes/o/in/photostream/

3.5.5.1.2 Buckland Embankment Road.

Road width: varies from 9 m to 12 m.
Types of vehicle: heavy vehicles such as pick up vans and trucks and light vehicles such as loading rickshaws and bicycle rickshaws. 
Intensity of use: vehicular : high, pedestrian: high. 
Purpose: commercial loading and unloading function, buying and selling of commercial goods, distribution of commercial goods both to the inner city 
and surrounding neighborhoods.
Conflict: Between pedestrian and vehicular movement, between light and heavy vehicular circulation, among commercial distribution, loading and 
unloading function and local commute. 
Problem: Traffic congestion, noise pollution and Illegal commercial parking along the river which blocks the view and access to the river. 

3.5.5.1.3  Chittaranjan Avenue.

Road width: varies from 12 m to 15 m.
Types of vehicle: mainly bicycle rickshaws, auto rickshaws and loading rickshaws. Rarely cars and pick up vans.
Intensity of use: vehicular : high, pedestrian: high. 
Purpose: heavily used by the passengers of Sadarghat Passenger Terminal and pedestrian shoppers. Also used for the commercial distribution both to 
the inner city and surrounding neighborhoods.
Conflict: between commercial distribution and passengers movement. A major conflict observed regarding the number of lanes of rickshaws on both 
directions in this road.
Problem: noise pollution and unmanageable traffic congestion created during rush hours.

3.5.5.1.1 Babubazar Road.

Lane width: approximately 8 m.
Types of vehicle: heavy vehicles such as pick up trucks, vans and light vehicles such as loading rickshaws and bicycle rickshaws.
Intensity of use: vehicular : high, pedestrian: high.
Purpose: heavily used by commercial users for the distribution of commercial goods both to the inner city and the surrounding neighborhoods. The road 
is also used by the medical students and patients of the SSMC Medical College and Mitford Hospital. 
Conflict: between pedestrian and vehicular movement, between light and heavy vehicular circulation and between commercial distribution and local 
commute.   
Problem: traffic congestion, illegal commercial parking on both sides of the road by loading rickshaws and pickup trucks and vans. 

3.5.5.1 Characteristics of different connections in the study area
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3.5.5.1.6 Simson Road.

Average road width: varies from 4 m to 7 m.
Types of vehicle: mainly bicycle rickshaws and loading rickshaws.
Intensity of use: vehicular : medium, pedestrian: medium.
Purpose: local commute and commercial distribution to the surrounding neighborhoods. 
Conflict and problem: no major conflict observed among commercial use, vehicular and pedestrian circulation.
 

  

Source of the photographs:

3.5.5.1.4, 3.5.5.1.5, 3.5.5.1.6: Collected by author.

3.5.5.1.5  Wise Ghat Road.

Average road width: varies from 6 m to 9 m.
Types of vehicle: pick up vans, cars, loading rickshaws and bicycle rickshaws.
Intensity of use: vehicular : medium, pedestrian: medium.
Purpose: local commute and distribution of commercial goods to the surrounding neighborhoods. 
Conflict and problem: No major conflict observed among commercial use and vehicular and pedestrian circulation.

3.5.5.1.4  Ahsanullah Road.

Average road width: varies from 6 m to 9 m.
Types of vehicle: pick up vans, loading rickshaws, bicycle rickshaws and rarely cars.
Intensity of use: vehicular : medium, pedestrian: medium.
Purpose: local commute and commercial distribution to the surrounding neighborhoods. 
Conflict and problem: no major conflict observed among commercial use and vehicular and pedestrian circulation.  
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3.5.5.1.7 Typical Alley / Pedestrian routes.

Average road width: varies from 3.6 m to 4.5 m.
Types of vehicle: mainly loading rickshaws and bicycle rickshaws.
Intensity of use: vehicular: medium, pedestrian: high.
Purpose: local commute and commercial distribution to the surrounding neighborhoods.
Conflict: between pedestrian movement and commercial distribution.
Problem: traffic congestion.

Source of the photographs:

3.5.5.1.7: Collected by author.

Key findings of different connections in the study area are:
• Description of different connections in the study area helps to understand the intensity of vehicular and 
      pedestrian movement as well as the types and intensity of commercial functions on these roads.
• There is a clear hierarchy of circulation and different modes of transportation observed in the study area.
• All the connections are shared by both pedestrians and vehicular users.
• Maximum conflicts among different circulation (vehicular and pedestrian), commercial functions and different 

modes of transportations (light and heavy vehicles) are observed in the Babubazar Road (3.5.5.1.1), Bukland 
Embankment Road (figure 3.5.5.1.2), and in the Chittaranjan Avenue (3.5.5.1.3). The conflicts are resulted into 
unmanageable traffic congestion and noise pollution, which affects the environmental quality and interrupts the 
overall circulation and movement pattern in the study area. 

• The resulting issues found in these connections are mainly evolved due to the lack of any policy, rules or
      regulations to control or manage different circulations for different purpose and users in the study area. 
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3.5.5.2 Intensity of movement and commercial use

Key findings of the important connections in the study are mapped in 3.5.5.2.1, in order to identify the major and 
local connections in the study area. Both major and local connections are identified based on the intensity of both 
vehicular and pedestrian movement and commercial functions and also their direct connection to the inner city and 
surrounding neighborhoods in the study area.  

Major roads (Both vehicular and pedestrian)
• Babubazar Road
• Buckland Embankment Road
• Chittaranjan Avenue
• North Brook Hall Road 
They provide direct inner city connection.

Local roads (Both vehicular and pedestrian)
• Ahsanullah Road
• Wise Ghat Road
• Simson Road
They provide direct surrounding neighborhood connection.

Pedestrian (Light vehicular and pedestrian)
Provide direct and indirect local neighborhood connection. 
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Student and patients access Commercial access Passenger and Commercial access

Functional edge

Existing flood wall

Country boats

Large boats

Loading and unloading function.

3.5.6 Edge: the riverfront

Map:

3.5.6.0: by Author

Figure 3.5.6.0 shows the edge between the river and the study area. The edge or the riverfront is the busiest part 
of the study area and very functional. The riverfront provides access for different users. There are major points of 
interests are also located along this riverfront. The relationship between the river and the study area is reflected 
through different forms and functions on the riverfront as well as through their interrelationships. The diagram 
below illustrates the relationship among different components along this functional edge.

Several entry points are observed on the riverfront for passengers, 
commercial and institutional users from the surrounding districts. 
The Buckland Embankment Road along the edge is heavily used 
by commercial loading and unloading function and also for the 
distribution of commercial goods both to the inner city and to the 
surrounding neighborhoods.

3.5.6.0 Functional edge or the riverfront.
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Both commercial and passengers accessInstitutional access Buriganga RiverCommercial access Commercial access

SSMC Medical College and 
Mitford Hospital.

The Pink Palace Museum Bulbul Academy of Fine Arts Sadarghat Passenger Terminal

• Haphazard overlapping of different functions and their circulation along the riverfront.
• Two types of interfaces are observed along the riverfront: functional interface between the commercial district 

and the river and the social interface between the river and different landmarks. Between both interfaces the 
functional interface is the most prominent and mostly override other functions. The current nature of functional 
interface is somehow affecting the overall living condition and social environment of the study area. This is 

     explored more in detail in the following sections. 

Commercial distribution to the surrounding neighborhoods.

Commercial distribution to the inner city.

Passenger’s circulation to the surrounding neighborhoods.

Passenger’s circulation to the inner city.
Country boats

Large boats

Religious circulation.

Institutional circulation.

Recreational circulation.Illegal commercial storage space.

Different landmarks.

Haphazard commercial loading and unloading functions.

Terminals

Current wholesale mixed use commercial district.

Mosques/ temples.

3.5.6.0.1 Diagram showing current functions, circulations and types of interfaces along the riverfront.
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3.5.6.1.1  Haphazard commercial access on the riverbank. 3.5.6.1.2 Commercial storage and loading unloading function on 
the riverbank. 

3.5.6.1.3 Haphazard commercial access to the study area by encroaching 
the existing flood wall.  

3.5.6.1.4 Traffic congestion during loading unloading function and 
distribution of commercial goods on the Buckland Embankment road.

3.5.6.1 Current functions on the edge and its impact on the riverfront 

Source of the photographs:

3.5.6.1.1 : http://www.flickr.com/photos/mrmagic/2667663671/
3.5.6.1.2: http://www.flickr.com/photos/99425225@N00/3258845249/sizes/l/in/photostream/
3.5.6.1.3, 3.5.6.1.4 :Collected by author

Functional issues
Riverbank encroachment
The riverbank is continuously encroached by the haphazard commercial 
access, loading unloading function and by the illegal construction of 
commercial storage on it (3.5.6.1.1, 3.5.6.1.2).

Flood wall encroachment
The existing flood wall along the riverbank is continuously encroached by 
commercial access and loading unloading function (figure 3.5.6.1.3).

Traffic congestion
During rush hours an unmanageable traffic congestion resulted from the 
conflict among commercial use, circulation and distribution on the major 
connections in the study area (figure 3.5.6.1.4). 
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Source of the photographs:

3.5.6.1.6, 3.5.6.1.7, 3.5.6.1.8, 3.5.6.1.9, 3.5.6.1.10: Collected by author.
3.5.6.1.5: http://www.dkcy.com/2009/06/the-heart-of-dhaka/

Environmental issues
Water pollution
 Water and the riverbank get polluted during loading and unloading 
function (see figure 3.5.6.1.5, 3.5.6.1.6).

Air pollution 
The air gets polluted by the careless dumping of commercial garbage 
both on the riverbank and the Buckland Embankment Road 
during loading unloading activities (see figure 3.5.6.1.7, 3.5.6.1.8). 

Noise pollution
Noise pollution created during auction, distribution and loading and 
unloading of commercial goods along the riverfront. Noise also created 
from the traffic congestion during rush hours by different commercial 
activities (3.5.6.1.9, 3.5.6.1.10).

3.5.6.1.6                                3.5.6.1.5 Water pollution on the riverbank.                                     

3.5.6.1.8                3.5.6.1.7 Air pollution on the riverfront.                                                        

3.5.6.1.10                                 3.5.6.1.9 Noise pollution on the riverfront.                                                    
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3.5.6.1.15 No recreational use along the riverfront at present.

Social issues
Pedestrian environment 
The pedestrian and the social environment along the riverfront are 
seriously affected by current commercial activities and their resulting 
issues for an example by traffic congestion and environmental pollution.

Lack of connection between existing landmarks and the river
The visual and physical connection between the landmarks and the river 
got disappeared over time due to the pressure and demand for the 
commercial functions in the study area.

Lack of recreational use of the river
The riverfront in the study area is fully functional and mainly used for 
commercial functions and passengers movement. Currently the 
recreational or cultural use of the river and the riverfront is completely 
missing.

3.5.6.1.14                  

3.5.6.1.16                                  

Source of the photographs:
3.5.6.1.11, 3.5.6.1.12: Collected by author.
3.5.6.1.13: http://dhakadailyphoto.blogspot.ca/
3.5.6.1.14: http://dhakadailyphoto.blogspot.ca/2007_12_01_archive.html
3.5.6.1.15: http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2222/2396097490_d232436391_s.jpg
3.5.6.1.16: http://www.flickr.com/photos/abrinsky/5581320323/

3.5.6.1.13 Poor connection between landmarks and the river.                      

3.5.6.1.11 Pedestrian movement along the riverfront is affected by commercial distribution and by both air and noise pollution.                3.5.6.1.12                          
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3.5.6.2 Major problem on the edge or on the riverfront:
The edge or the riverfront is found to be the most problematic area in the site. Different types of issues such as 
functional, environmental and social have been resulted due to the nature of commercial functions on the edge. 
These issues seriously threaten the overall living conditions and the social environment of the study area along the 
river. The existing commercial terminals along the river are not designed according to their purpose. Rather, they 
evolved naturally over time on the riverfront in response to the land use pattern, commercial functions and their 
demand in the study area. These terminals are used only as entry points and do not provide facilities, such as  
designated loading unloading area or storage and parking space to support the functions of the existing wholesale 
mixed used commercial district. On the other hand, the study area is one of the most densely built up areas in 
Dhaka city where there is little or no room to accommodate these functions. As a result, over time the riverfront and 
its adjacent areas, mainly the Buckland Embankment Road and the riverbank has been gradually encroached by 
these commercial functions of the terminals. This consequently produced issues mentioned in this section. 
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Source of the photographs:

3.5.7.1, 3.5.7.3: Collected by author
3.5.7.2: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mitford_Hospital_in_Old_Dhaka.JPG

3.5.7 Users

3.5.7.1 Commercial users.  

Wholesale traders: local traders who live and work in the study area and 
the visiting traders from surrounding districts.
Commercial workers: mainly kulis (local name of the people who load 
and unload commercial goods), sellers and different drivers (rickshaws 
pullers, pick up van and truck drivers) are the commercial workers. The 
kulis and drivers usually come from the surrounding neighborhoods of the 
study area and also from different parts of the city. Sellers are mostly the 
residents of the study area.
Shoppers / Buyers: both the local residents and visitors from local and 
surrounding neighborhoods and different parts of the city. 

Users of the riverfront

Religious

Institutional

Commercial

Tourists/  
Visitors

Diagrams and photographs are provided below to understand different types of users of the riverfront.

3.5.7.2 Institutional users: medical student and patients of SSMC Medical College and Mitford Hospital from surrounding districts, surrounding 
neighborhoods and different parts of the city.

3.5.7.3 Religious users: the users are mainly the local residents, 
commercial users and passengers from surrounding neighborhoods and 
districts. 

There are no slums in the study 
area (figure 3.5.2.0). Different user 
groups with different socioeconomic 
background are observed along the 
riverfront. The future development of 
the riverfront and the study area is a 
challenge in terms of responding to 
the expectations of this diverse user 
group regarding their functional, 
social and cultural requirements of 
the riverfront. 
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Source of the photographs:

3.5.7.4: http://www.lonelyplanetimages.com
3.5.7.5: collected by author
3.5.7.6: http://www.panoramio.com/map/#lt=23.704711&ln=90.416053&z=1&k=2  
3.5.7.7 Boat men: http://www.flickr.com/photos/raieducation/4583876749/sizes/l/in/photostream/, Rickshaw pullers and drivers: collected by author.

3.5.7.5 Local people, tourists and visitors from surrounding 
neighborhoods, surrounding districts and from the rest parts of the city to 
the museum and to the wholesale commercial district. 

Tourists and visitors

3.5.7.4 3.5.7.6 Passengers of Sadarghat Passenger Terminal are both local 
people and visitors from surrounding neighborhoods, surrounding 
districts and from the rest parts of the city. 

3.5.7.7 Boat men, rickshaw pullers and drivers of trucks and pickup vans 
are the visitors who come from surrounding neighborhoods and from the 
rest parts of the city.
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3.5.8.1 Spatial structure map of the study area.

3.5.8 Synthesis

Diagram:

3.5.8.1: by Author

Wholesale commercial district

Area for the potential riverfront development opportunities.

Problematic area: the riverfront, needs improvement. 

Water

Sadarghat Passenger Terminal Local roads, providing important connection to the 
surrounding neighborhoods.

Major road, provides connection to the surrounding 
neighborhoods.

Important connections

Major roads, providing direct connection to the 
inner city. Major roads are needs to be improved as 
maximum conflicts and some major issues found 
here.

Commercial access.

Medical student and patients access.

Passenger access.

Institutional entry point.

Commercial entry points.

Important access points for different users.

Passengers entry points.Both physical and visual connection between the 
existing and potential  landmarks and the river are 
needs to be improved.

Important view of the riverfront.
The historic value of the pond and the open and green 
space around the Sri Sri Nibas Temple and Sadarghat Jame 
Mosque provides potentials to be the future landmark or 
important public open space in the study area. Connection 
and access to these places are needs to be improved.

Potential landmarks
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Sadarghat Passenger Terminal

Sri Sri Niban TempleSadarghat Jame MosqueIslampur Rd

Buriganga River

Entry points are needs to be reorganized to avoid 
conflicts among commercial functions, distribution and 
overall circulation along the riverfront and to address 
identified issues. 
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Diagram 3.5.8.1 provides an understanding of the current spatial pattern of the study area. Synthesis of the earlier 
analyses are mapped in this diagram to understand the important urban forms and their relationship with the 
particular landscape and functions in the study area. This understanding helps to identify current strengths, 
weaknesses or threats, development challenges and opportunities of the Buriganga riverfront. They are described 
below:
Strengths: the river, the land use, the wholesale commercial district.  
The overall land use pattern, the river and the wholesale commercial district are identified as the major strengths 
of the study area. The river has been the most important determining factor in forming the land use pattern and the 
socio economic structure of the study area. The wholesale commercial district not only provides important 
economic benefit to the city but also contributes to the image of the particular place. 
Threats / Weaknesses: current nature of interface and their resulting issues (functional, environmental, social). 
The edge or the riverfront has been identified as the problematic area due to the issues that are resulted from the 
current nature of commercial functions and their interface with the river in the study area. The resulting issues are 
affecting the overall circulation of the study area and threatens the social environment as well as the living condition 
along the riverfront. 
Development opportunities: Connection between landmarks and the river. 
Improving connections (both visual and physical) between the existing and potential landmarks and the river could 
provide opportunities to bring back the social and cultural life at this historic water edge. This will create 
opportunities for the recreational use of the riverfront. This opportunity could also fulfill the lack of quality public 
space in the study area with better accessibility and social environment. 
Development challenge: densely built up area, diverse user group, accommodating different features and functions 
gracefully along the riverfront. 
Responding to the diverse user groups of the study area, mainly their expectation or requirements about the 
riverfront and to accommodate different features and their functions gracefully along the riverfront in the current 
densely built up and crowded context of the study area are the most difficult challenges to improve the riverfront 
and its surrounding areas.       
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 ISSUES

Major issues Nature of issues
•	 Lack	of	loading	and	unloading	area,	storage	space,	parking	facilities	and	garbage	

collection	area	in	existing	commercial	terminals	and	in	the	study	area.
•	 Encroachment	of	the	riverbank	and	its	adjacent	areas	by	commercial	loading	and	

unloading	function,	illegal	parking	and	by	the	construction	of	storage	space.
•	 Unmanageable	traffic	congestion	on	the	major	connections	in	the	study	area,	
					resulted	from	the	conflicts	among	different	circulation,	different	modes	of	
					Transportation,	commercial	functions	and	distribution.

Functional

•	 Air	and	water	pollution	created	by	the	careless	dumping	of	commercial	garbage	
and	haphazard	loading	and	unloading	function	along	the	riverfront	and	its	adjacent	
areas.	Noise	pollution	created	during	rush	hours	by	traffic	congestion	and	by	

					different	commercial	functions	which	include	auction,	loading	and	unloading	
					of	commercial	goods	and	their	distribution.					

Environmental

•	 Poor	pedestrian	environment	along	the	riverfront.
•	 Poor	social	environment	along	the	riverfront.
•	 Lack	of	quality	public	open	space	with	better	accessibility	and	social	environment.		
•	 Lack	of	vegetation	in	the	study	area.
•	 Lack	of	better	accessibility	and	visual	connection	between	existing	landmarks,	
					religious	structures	and	the	river.	

Social

Major	issues	of	the	Buriganga	Riverfront	identified	in	the	previous	chapter	are	listed	below:

CHAPTER	4
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The initial goals and objectives of this thesis, understanding of the study area and the identified issues from the 
previous chapters, helped to develop the following principals that will guide the future development of the 
Buriganga riverfront:
Retain: 
The overall composition of the study area needs to be retained for any further development of the riverfront. The 
composition includes the historic context, the current functional nature, the complex land use pattern, the 
prevailing forms and their functions, density, mix of users, the socio economic structure, the types of livelihood, 
modes of movement and the local identity or the essence of the study area. Retaining the composition of the study 
area will help to preserve the historic value of the land and the landscape, the economic value of the area and the 
relationships that developed among the river, the study area and the city over time. Thus the quality and the 
authenticity of the study area could be hold in the future.
Reorganize: 
The riverfront should be reorganized in a way so that different features (commercial, residential, historic, 
institutional, social, spiritual, cultural and recreational) and their functions can coexist gracefully and can function 
more efficiently in the study area. This will help to address the identified issues of the riverfront and will improve the 
current nature of interface both functional and social along the riverfront in the study area. 
   

PRINCIPLES

CHAPTER 5



Proposed recreational first floor: with 
existing wholesale mixed use shops+ 
various social and recreational functions.
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CONCEPT

Diagram:

6.1, 6.2: by Author

CHAPTER 6

Designated institutional access. Designated commercial access.

Designated recreational access. Designated passengers access.

Existing residential uses Historic landmark: The Pink Palace Museum

Proposed recreational first floor: with 
existing wholesale mixed use shops+ 
various social and recreational functions.

Proposed functional ground level with various terminal functions+commercial facilities, circulation and distribution.

Existing residential uses

Existing cultural 
institute:BAFA

Exiting medical institution: SSMC 
Medical College and Mitford 

Hospital

• Exiting designated institutional access.
• Existing access to the institute can be 
redesigned.

• Existing designated commercial access.
• Existing commercial access and terminal 
functions can be reorganized.

• Proposed recreational access.
• Existing access to the riverfront can be 
reorganized.

• Existing designated passenger’s access.
• Passenger’s access and terminal functions 
can be reorganized.

• Existing designated commercial access.
• Existing commercial access and terminals 
can be reorganized.

6.1 A conceptual diagram showing the proposed functional zoning and reorganization of the Buriganga Riverfront.

6.2 Proposed vertical functional zoning and reorganization of different types of functions along the current Buriganga Riverfront.

Functional ground floor: mainly vehicular
Terminal functions, circulation + Commercial circulation,,distribution, loading and unloading functions 

Recreational first floor: mainly pedestrian
Commercial+Recreational+Cultural 
functions

Proposed commercial storage

   Wholesale mixed use shops

Existing residential uses

Proposed functional ground level with various terminal 
functions+commercial facilities, circulation and distribution.

The idea:  

• Reorganizing the riverfront.
• Proposed vertical functional zoning.
• Separating recreational and both commercial and terminal functions into two different levels.
• Separating vehicular and pedestrian.
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Based on the principles developed in chapter five, a concept is proposed to address identified issues and to 
improve both current functional and social interface along the Buriganga Riverfront. Reorganization of different 
functions and circulation along the riverfront is proposed through a vertical functional zoning. The vertical zoning 
has been proposed considering the current densely built up context of the study area where there is no room for 
further horizontal expansion. The proposed vertical zoning includes two levels: the functional ground level, mainly 
vehicular, and the recreational first floor level, mainly pedestrian (see figure 6.2).   
The idea proposes to separate recreational and both terminal and commercial functions and reorganize them into 
two different levels of the riverfront. For example, the existing ground level of the riverfront can be reorganized with 
various terminal functions and their circulation, commercial facilities that are required to support the current 
wholesale commercial district mentioned in chapter four and also with the current commercial circulation and 
distribution. On the other hand, the first floor of the riverfront can be reorganized with different social, recreational 
and cultural activities along with the existing wholesale mixed use shops and their functions (see figure 6.1). 
The proposed reorganization of the riverfront would help to address the current issues of the riverfront and will 
provide opportunities to accommodate future needs and new functionalities along with the current functions in the 
study area. This concept is explored in detail in the next chapter.
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DESIGN
A conceptual direction to improve the current river city interface along the Buriganga River in Dhaka, Bangladesh.

7.1 Reorganizing the functional riverfront
7.2 Reorganizing the recreational riverfront
7.3 Considerations and influences

To improve the current functional and social interface along the Buriganga River, different functions and circulations 
and the connection between important features and the river are proposed to be reorganized into two separate 
levels of the riverfront. The proposed idea will be explored in more detail in section 7.1 and 7.2 of this chapter.  

CHAPTER 7
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7.1 Reorganizing the functional riverfront 

The ground floor of the Buriganga Riverfront is proposed to be used for functional purposes. Existing commercial 
and terminal functions and the current pattern of commercial circulation and distribution are proposed to be 
reorganized to improve the current functional interface on the riverfront. The following strategies will help to 
reorganize these functions:  
• Reorganizing the overall circulation pattern in the study area for specific purpose (commercial use, passengers 

movement and for local commute) and users (vehicular and pedestrians).
• Reorganizing existing passenger and commercial terminals according to their functional needs.

Diagram:

7.1.1: by Author

Reorganizing circulation: Designated routes and lanes are proposed for commercial circulation and 
their distribution and also for passengers movement in the study area.

Reorganizing terminals

7.1.1 Functional diagram showing how the proposed reorganization will work to improve current functional interface along the riverfront.

Current commercial access to the existing 
passenger terminal is proposed to be redirected to 
any other commercial terminal in order to avoid the 
conflict between commercial and passengers 
circulation. Parking facility is proposed in order to 
function the terminal more efficiently.

Commercial routes

Inner city distribution lanes: 
proposed for heavy vehicles and 
only for the inner city distribution of 
commercial goods.

Local distribution lanes: proposed for 
light vehicles and for the distribution 
of commercial goods to the local and 
surrounding neighborhoods and also 
for local commute purposes.

Lanes for rickshaws: proposed for 
passenger movement and local 
commute purposes.

Lanes for loading rickshaws: proposed 
for commercial distribution to the local 
and surrounding neighborhoods.

Passenger routes

Re organizing commercial terminals with designated 
spaces for the facilities that are required to support 
the functions of the wholesale commercial district.

Designated spaces for the facilities that required in 
terminals:

1: Loading and unloading zone.

2: Storage space

3: Garbage collection area.

4: Parking for rickshaws.

5: Parking for trucks and pickup vans.

Commercial Terminals

Passenger terminal
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BIWTC and Badamtoli Commercial Terminal The Wise Ghat Commercial Terminal Sadarghat Passenger Terminal Commercial terminal near the 
intersection of North Brookhall 
Road and Buckland Embankment 
Road.

BIWTC and Badamtoli terminals are rearranged into a group in a way so that they can 
share the facilities that are provided in the reorganized terminals without consuming 
much space, energy and resources along the riverfront. 
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Proposed ground floor of the Buriganga Riverfront.

Vehicular

Local distribution lanes for light vehicles such as 
loading and bicycle rickshaws.
Inner city distribution lanes for heavy vehicles 
such as trucks and pick up vans.

Lane for light vehicles such as loading and 
bicycle rickshaws.

Pedestrian

Only pedestrian

Pedestrian with light vehicles such as loading 
and bicycle rickshaws.

Existing mixed use wholesale commercial district.

Existing religious structures.

Green space.

Sadarghat Passenger Terminal 

Functional riverfront plan:

7.1.2: by Author

7.1.2 Functional riverfront with proposed reorganized circulation and commercial terminals.

First floor

Existing over bridge

Stair and elevators are proposed for 
vertical circulation and commercial 
distribution.  

Commercial routes

Passenger routes

Storage space.

Reorganized commercial terminals

Garbage collection zone.

Parking facilities for loading and bicycle rickshaws.

Parking facilities for trucks and pickup vans.

Reorganized passenger terminal

Reorganized circulation
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7.1.5 Perspective of Babubazar Road.

Pedestrian

Mixed use 
buildings

Existing over bridge

Existing mosque is included in the reorganized terminal based on its 
use and sociocultural value in the study area.

Proposed single lane for heavy and 
light vehicle in both directions.
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7.1.3 Proposed commercial routes: Babubazar Road, 
Buckland Embankment Road and reorganized BIWTC and 
Badamtoli Commercial Terminal.

Inner city distribution lanes for trucks 
and pick up vans. Single lane proposed 
for both directions.

Local distribution lane for loading 
and bicycle rickshaws. Single lane 
proposed for both directions.
Pedestrian only.

Directions

Crosswalks

Existing over bridge.

Existing mixed use wholesale 
markets.

Existing religious structures.

Green space.

First floor

Stair and elevators 
are proposed for 
vertical circulation 
and distribution of 
commercial goods.

Parking facilities for loading and 
bicycle rickshaws.

Parking facilities for 
trucks and pickup 
vans.

Loading and unloading zone.

Storage space: could be a multifunctional space for packing 
unpacking, auction, temporary storage and rest area for commercial 
workers and terminal maintenance people. 

Garbage collection zone: for collection, recycling and 
management of commercial garbage.Reorganized BIWTC and Badamtoli Commercial Terminal

7.1.4 Proposed section of Babubazar Road, showing different lanes, circulation and distribution of 
goods.

Inner city distribution lane for both directionsLocal 
distribution 
lane

Existing 
pedestrian

Local 
distribution 
lane 

Existing 
pedestrian

Mixed use 
buildings

Drop off area for 
commercial goods 

Existing over bridgeMedical 
institute

Plan, section and perspective:

7.1.3, 7.1.4, 7.1.5: by Author

Reorganized commercial routes and commercial terminal



Proposed double lane for loading and 
bicycle rickshaws in both directions.

Pedestrian

Existing wholesale 
markets.

Double lane for 
rickshaws in both 
directions

Existing pedestrian 
and drop off area

Wholesale 
shops

0  3   6      12           24 m

Parking for loading 
and bicycle rickshaws

Storage

Loading and 
unloading zone

Goods are coming from surrounding districts.

7.1.7 Proposed section of reorganized Wise Ghat Commercial Terminal showing proposed functions of the terminal, commercial circulation and distribution of commercial goods.

Parking facilities for loading and bicycle rickshaws.

Loading and unloading zone.

Garbage collection zone: for collection, recycling and 
management of commercial garbage.

Existing mosque is included in the reorganized terminal based on their  
use and sociocultural value in the study area.

Reorganized Buckland 
Embankment Rd

Simson RdWise Ghat Rd

Storage space: could be a multifunctional space for packing 
unpacking, auction, temporary storage and rest area for commercial 
workers and terminal maintenance people. 

Reorganized Wise Ghat Commercial Terminal

Reorganized Wise 
Ghat Commercial 
Terminal.

Reorganized commercial terminal
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7.1.8 Perspective of Buckland Embankment Road.

Plan, section, perspective:

7.1.6, 7.1.7, 7.1.8: by Author

7.1.6 Proposed commercial route: Buckland Embankment 
Road and reorganized Wise Ghat Commercial Terminal. 

Stair and elevators are 
proposed for vertical 
circulation and distribution 
of commercial goods. 

Local distribution lanes for loading 
and bicycle rickshaws. Double lane is 
proposed for both directions.
Pedestrian only.

Existing wholesale markets.

Crosswalks

Directions

First floor

Existing religious structures.

Green space
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Local 
distribution 
lane 

Existing 
pedestrian 
and drop off 
area 

Storage

Goods are coming from surrounding districts. Proposed loading and 
unloading zone.

Storage Rickshaw parking Truck or pick up van 
parking

Display 
and sale

Shop

Residence

Proposed elevators for vertical 
circulation and distribution of 
commercial goods to the upper floors.

Distribution to local and surrounding 
neighborhoods.

Distribution to the inner city.

Inner city distribution lane in both 
directions

7.1.10 Axonometric drawing shows how reorganized circulation and commercial terminal will function together in the study area.

Pedestrian

Existing wholesale shops.

Local distribution lane for rickshaws.

Section and perspective:

7.1.9, 7.1.10: by Author

7.1.9 Section of Buckland Embankment Road showing proposed circulation and distribution of commercial goods to the study area and to 
the inner city from the reorganized terminal.

Inner city distribution lanes for trucks 
or pick up vans.

Proposed functional zoning of the 
existing mixed use buildings.

Commercial drop off area.

Structural element: proposed column.

Storage Loading unloading zone. 

Garbage collection area.

Parking for rickshaws.

Parking for trucks or 
pick up vans.

Goods are coming from 
surrounding districts.

Proposed first floor



Proposed double lane for bicycle rickshaws and single 
lane for loading rickshaws in both directions of the road.

Existing pedestrian and 
proposed commercial 
drop off area on both 
sided of the road.

Existing 
wholesale 
markets 

Existing 
wholesale 
markets 
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Plan, section, perspective:

7.1.11, 7.1.12, 7.1.13: by Author

7.1.11 Sadarghat Passenger Terminal and reorganized circulation for passengers.  

Triple lane in both directions are proposed for both 
bicycle and loading rickshaws.

Pedestrian only.

Crosswalks

Directions

Reorganized Buckland Embankment Rd

R
eorganized 

C
hittaranjan Ave

0  2   4    8          16 m

Parking facilities can be 
arranged for loading and bicycle 
rickshaws in the existing 
passenger terminal.

7.1.12 Section showing proposed circulation for passengers in Buckland Embankment Road. 

7.1.13 Proposed section of Chittaranjan Avenue.  

Only passengers are coming form surrounding districts. 
Commercial access are proposed to be redirected in 
other re organized commercial terminals.

Entry and drop off area of 
the terminal

Triple lanes for rickshaws 
on both directions

Existing pedestrian 
and commercial 
activities

Sale 
+Storage

Shops

Sadarghat Passenger Terminal

Reorganized passenger routes and Sadarghat Passenger Terminal

Existing wholesale markets.

Green space.

Sadarghat Passenger Terminal

To the surrounding neighborhoods.

Shops

To inner city.

Sadarghat Passenger Terminal



Existing Sadarghat Passenger Terminal.

Existing wholesale markets

Pedestrian

Proposed rickshaw parking in the existing passenger terminal.

Green

Proposed rickshaw lanes for passenger movement, local commute and commercial distribution to the 
wholesale markets and surrounding neighborhoods in the study area. 

7.1.14 Perspective of Buckland Embankment Road near the Sadarghat Passenger Terminal showing proposed circulation and parking facilities for rickshaws in the existing terminal.

Existing entry of the terminal 
and proposed passenger drop 
off area.

Pedestrian access to the proposed first floor promenade.
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Perspective:

7.1.14: by Author
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Reorganization of existing circulation: 
Some considerations have been taken into account while reorganizing the existing circulation of the study area. 
They are: the pattern and flow of commercial distribution and local movement, direct inner city and local 
neighborhood connections from the terminals on the riverfront and different modes of transportation used for 
commercial distribution and local commute purpose. The proposed reorganization of circulation would help to 
reduce the risk of conflict among the commercial functions, commercial distribution and local movement in the 
study area. Designated routes and lanes for different purposes and users will help to develop an order or system to 
better manage and control both vehicular and pedestrian traffic flow. Thus the proposed reorganization will address 
current issues of traffic congestion and noise pollution and will provide an efficient movement system for different 
purpose and users along the riverfront. 
Reorganization of commercial terminals: 
Commercial terminals are mainly reorganized according to their functional needs (described in 3.5.6.2). Proposed 
reorganization considers the current functional flow and the pattern of distribution of commercial goods to the study 
area and the inner city. The proposed reorganization of terminals provides a systematic circulation and develops an 
organized distribution pattern of commercial goods in the study area. Existing commercial terminals are rearranged 
into groups and provided with the commercial facilities in a way so that they can share the facilities without 
consuming less space, energy and resources. This would provide designated commercial access and prevents 
scattered commercial entries and haphazard loading unloading functions on the riverbank. Accommodating 
structured spaces for loading and unloading, storage and parking facilities for different modes of transportation in 
the existing commercial terminals will help to protect the riverbank and its surrounding areas mainly the Buckland 
Embankment Road from illegal encroachment. Providing designated garbage collection space near loading and 
unloading zone would help to better manage the commercial garbage and will stop the careless dumping of the 
garbage into the river, on the riverbank and its surrounding areas. Thus the possibility of air and water pollution on 
the riverfront can be reduced. 
The proposed reorganization of current circulation and terminals in the study area helped to address the resulting 
functional and environmental issues of the riverfront, presented in chapter 4. This also allow the commercial district 
function more efficiently and gracefully without having conflict among different functions, their circulation and 
commercial distribution in the study area. Thus the current legibility of the study area will be improved and will 
create a positive impact on the users experience. 
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7.2 Reorganizing the recreational riverfront 

The current social interface between the river and the study area are proposed to be improved by:
• Reconnecting the existing landmarks with the river.
• Creating opportunities or providing room for potential recreational functions along the riverfront. A recreational 

riverfront promenade is proposed  at the first floor level of the riverfront to explore this opportunity.

Existing landmarks

Medical institution

Cultural institute

Community / Recreational

Existing wholesale mixed use commercial district.

Direct access and visual connection between landmarks and the river are proposed.

Proposed first floor recreational promenade along the riverfront.

Possibilities are proposed to improve the access to the historic pond, Sadarghat Jame 
Mosque and SriSri Dev Nibas Temple from the riverfront.

Diagram

7.2.1: by Author

7.2.1 Functional diagram showing proposed strategies to improve the current social interface along the riverfront.

Religious structures

Historic pond (The Gol Talab)

Potential landmarks

The Buriganga River

SSMC Medical College and Mitford 
Hospital

The Pink Palace Museum

The Bulbul Academy for Fine Arts

The Nawab Bari Pond (The Gol Talab)

Sadarghat Jame Mosque

Sri Sri Dev Nibas 
Temple

Buckland Embankment Rd

Existing green space.
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Medical institution

Cultural institute

Community / Recreational

Green spaces

Trees

Religious structures

Historic pond (The Gol Talab)

Stair and elevators are proposed for vertical 
circulation to the upper floors of the riverfront. 

Diagram:

7.2.2: by Author

7.2.2 Ground floor plan showing the proposed connections between the existing landmarks and the river and also the proposed pedestrian 
promenade on the first floor of the riverfront. 

Proposed recreational deck.

Proposed first floor pedestrian promenade.

Existing over bridge.

Exiting built form.

Reconnecting existing landmarks with the river, proposed ground floor of the riverfront

0      50                     100                             200 m

SSMC Medical College and Mitford Hospital The Pink Palace Museum

The Bulbul Academy of Fine Arts Sadarghat Jame 
Mosque

Sri Sri Dev Nibas Temple

Redesigned access to the medical institution. Redesigned access to the museum from the river.

Buckland Embankment Rd

C
hittaranjan Ave

Babubazar R
d

Sim
son R

d

W
ise G

hat R
d

Ahsanullah Rd N
orth Brook H

all R
d

Islampur Rd

The Buriganga River

Local distribution lane for bicycle rickshaws and 
loading rickshaws.

Pedestrian only.

Pedestrian with light vehicular (rickshaws only).

Inner city distribution lanes for trucks and 
pick up vans.

Vehicular circulation 

The Nawab Bari Pond (The Gol Talab)
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Proposed connection between the medical institution and the river

• Direct access is proposed from the river to the institution by redesigning both the existing flood wall along 
the Buckland Embankment Road and the property boundary wall of the institution. This proposed 

          connection will provide convenience for the patients and students to access the institute directly from 
          the river. 

• Reorganized commercial terminals would set the Buckland Embankment Road free from busy 
           commercial functions on the south of the institution. Single lane for light vehicles such as rickshaws 
           are proposed in the Buckland Embankment Road to support patients movement and local 
           commute  system in the area. This will also help to continue commercial distribution to the local and 
           surrounding areas. 

• Rickshaw is very affordable and an environment friendly vehicle. Proposed lanes for rickshaws can be 
shared by pedestrians and will create less noise than current situation. Thus the proposed strategy would 
help to improve the educational environment of the medical institute near the riverfront. This will also 

           create an opportunity for the institution to turn its face to the river again.

Green spaces

Religious structures

Light vehicular lanes for bicycle rickshaws 
and loading rickshaws.

Pedestrian only.

Pedestrian with light vehicular (rickshaws only).

Heavy vehicular lanes for trucks and 
pick up vans.

Trees

Proposed decks.

Plan, section and perspective:

7.2.3, 7.2.4, 7.2.5: by Author

7.2.3 Blow up plan showing proposed connection between the medical 
institute and the river.

7.2.5 Proposed sectional diagram of Buckland Embankment Road near the institute.
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Patients and students are coming from 
surrounding districts.

Redesigned flood and property boundary wall 
provides a direct and an inviting access to the 
institute form the river.

Designated lanes for rickshaws and the proposed social 
environment on the Buckland Embankment Road on the 
south of the institute.

The medical 
institution

Proposed height of the property boundary wall and flood 
wall allows direct visual connection to the river from the 
institute.

7.2.4 Perspective showing proposed connections between the river and the medical institute. 

Redesigned access to the medical institution.
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SSMC Medical College and Mitford Hospital

Redesigned property boundary wall.

Redesigned flood wall.

Existing medical institute.

Buriganga River
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Green spaces.

Trees

Proposed recreational decks.

Religious structures.

Stair and elevators are proposed 
for vertical circulation to the upper
floors of the riverfront. 

Existing wholesale markets. Light vehicular lanes for bicycle 
rickshaws and loading rickshaws.

Pedestrian only.

Pedestrian with light vehicular 
(Rickshaws only).

Heavy vehicular lanes for trucks 
and pick up vans.

Residential

7.2.6 Blow up plan showing proposed connection among the museum, the pond and the river.

Proposed connections between the museum, historic pond and the river

Existing property boundary wall of the museum on the Buckland Embankment Road is proposed to be opened up 
towards the river in order to provide a direct access and a visual connection towards the river from the museum. 
The pedestrian proposed along the riverfront can be designed with different landscaping features and 
multifunctional spaces to make the space more engaging, active or vibrant . Existing flood wall can be re 
designed and provided with recreational deck in order to provide an inviting access from the river to the riverfront 
and the museum. The proposed strategies would help to attract more tourists from the surrounding districts to the 
riverfront and the museum.

Access to the existing religious structures both from the river and the Buckland Embankment Road can be 
redesigned in order to provide a more legible and inviting access to these structures (see figure 7.2.6). 

Possibilities to reconnect the pond, museum and the river:
However, it is difficult to create connections from the riverfront to the pond, in the current densely built up context 
of the study area but there are few possibilities that can help to establish a connection among the museum and 
the pond and the river in the future. They are:
• A set back policy can be introduced for the existing residential building on the north west of the museum, 

where each building should provide a certain amount of setback in order to create a direct pedestrian 
connection from the riverfront to the historic pond. This pedestrian connection would also connect the 
museum. In that case an information or security check post can be proposed on the north west corner of 
the museum in order to control unwanted access from the residential areas to the museum (figure 7.2.6). 

• Redevelopment of the existing residential building on the north west of the museum can be proposed 
where the ground floor functions of these particular buildings can be shifted in their upper floors. This will 
allow enough room to provide pedestrian connection from the riverfront to the pond. 

These possibilities can be explored in the future in order to regain public attention of the pond as an important 
landmark in the study area.

Plan and section:

7.2.6, 7.2.7: by Author

Proposed first floor 
pedestrian promenade.

Historic pond: 
The Gol Talab

Ahsanullah Rd

The Pink Palace Museum

Property 
boundary wall.

Proposed 
security 
check post.

Buckland Embankment Road

Existing entry and 
security check post.

Existing residential 
neighborhood.

Proposed direct access to the riverfront, religious structures and the museum from the river.

7.2.7 Recreational activities on the proposed pedestrian on the Buckland Embankment Road near the museum.

Proposed pedestrian. Proposed multifunctional spaces.

Green

Proposed security check 
post.

Existing mosque Proposed first floor level 
promenade and stair

Museum

Residential 
buildings

Proposed multifunctional spaces on the riverfront.
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7.2.9 Blow up section showing proposed pedestrian and social environment of the Buriganga Riverfront near the museum.

Proposed pedestrian with river walk, multifunctional spaces for selling and display of 
different wholesale commercial goods, exhibition space and different landscaping 
features in the form of seating, street lamps, trees and vegetation. 

Section:

7.2.8, 7.2.9: by Author

7.2.8 Typical section showing the proposed connections between the river and the museum.

Possibilities to provide direct 
pedestrian connection to the pond 
from the riverfront. 

Visitors and tourists are coming 
from surrounding districts.

Direct physical and visual connection to the river from 
the museum.

Proposed information or 
security check post.

Existing residential neighborhood.

The Pink Palace Museum

A possibility to connect the historic pond, the 
museum and the riverfront. 
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7.2.10 View of the riverfront showing proposed connections between the river and the museum.

The Pink Palace MuseumProposed first floor pedestrian promenade.

Wholesale mixed use markets.

The Buriganga River

Proposed access to the riverfront, religious structures and museum.

Proposed Buckland Embankment Road.

Mosque

Temple

Stair and elevators 
for vertical 
circulation and 
commercial 
distribution to the 
upper floors.

Drawing:

7.2.10: by Author

Section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 have both discussed about 
the importance of trees in urban environment and 
have also identified the resulting issues caused by 
the lack of vegetation in the study area. This thesis 
suggests the city to re adopt the tree plantation 
program in order to address such issues or 
vulnerabilities in the study area and to provide 
various environmental, social and economic benefits 
both to the city and the study area. 

Existing residential neighborhood.
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Light vehicular lanes for bicycle rickshaws and 
loading rickshaws.
Pedestrian only.

First floor pedestrian promenade.

Stair and elevators are providing direct access to the 
first floor promenade from the institute and Buckland 
Embankment Road.

Reorganized Buckland Embankment Road

Reorganized Wise Ghat Commercial Terminal

Existing boundary wall of the institute.

Buriganga River

Wise Ghat Commercial Terminal and commercial 
distribution at the ground level of the riverfront.

Proposed direct connection from the 
institute to the promenade.

Bulbul Academy of 
Fine Arts (BAFA)

Recreational first floor pedestrian promenade with river walk, 
multifunctional spaces for different cultural activities such as 
painting, music, exhibition, display and fair.

Direct visual connection towards the 
river from the promenade.

Multifunctional spaces on the promenade. Proposed stair to the promenade 
from the institution.

Existing green space.Existing pedestrian paths inside the 
institution.

7.2.12 Sectional diagram showing proposed connections from the institute to the river.

7.2.11 Bow up plan showing proposed connections between the cultural institute and the river. 7.2.13 Perspective: inside from the institute towards the first floor promenade.

Proposed connection between the cultural institute and the river

Due to the location of Wise Ghat Commercial Terminal and its busy functions on the 
Buckland Embankment Road, no direct access has been proposed from the river 
to the institute. A direct connection from the institute to the first floor promenade is 
proposed. The proposed connection will provide direct visual access towards the river 
from the promenade and a better pedestrian and social environment to support the 
cultural background or educational environment of BAFA. 

Plan, section and perspective:

7.2.11, 7.2.12, 7.2.13: by Author

Storage

Mixed 
use 
shops

Wise Ghat Road

Trees

Bulbul Academy for Fine Arts (BAFA)

Green spaces.

Religious structures.

Mixed use shops/ wholesale markets.

Administration

Residential
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First floor pedestrian promenade.

Stair and elevators are proposed for vertical circulation.

Light vehicular lanes for bicycle rickshaws and loading rickshaws.

Pedestrian only.

Heavy vehicular lanes for trucks and pick up vans.

Green spaces

Trees

Existing wholesale markets.

Buckland Embankment Road

Sadarghat Jame Mosque Sri Sri Dev Nibas Temple
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Existing open space can be 
reorganized. 

The Buriganga River 7.2.14 Blow up plan illustrates the idea to improve the access to the potential landmarks from the riverfront.

Plan:

7.2.14: by Author

Access to the potential landmarks can be improved:

The Sadarghat Jame Mosque and the Sri Sri Dev Nibas Temple both has 
been identified as potential landmarks, described in section 3.5.8. Access 
to these places from the riverfront can be improved by reorganizing the 
nearby existing open space of these structures (see figure 7.2.14). 
Existing pedestrian of the Buckland Embankment road can also be 
widened and re organized for this purpose.

Reorganizing existing open spaces can provide a legible and inevitable 
entry to these structures. This arrangement can also provide extra space 
in the study area for any religious congregation, such as for Eid and Puja 
celebrations. The strategy could also create opportunities to enhance 
vegetation in the study area by re introducing the tree plantation program 
in the available open spaces around these structures.  

Pedestrian with light vehicles (rickshaws only).

Religious structures.
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0      50                     100                             200 m

Residential

Existing wholesale markets. First floor pedestrian promenade.

Pedestrian connections at the ground floor level of the riverfront.

Stair and elevators are proposed for vertical circulation and 
commercial distribution to the upper floor of the riverfront. 

Plan:

7.2.15: by Author

7.2.15 First floor plan of the riverfront showing the pedestrian promenade.

The first floor pedestrian promenade

Medical institution.

Cultural institution.

Community / Recreational

Green spaces.

Trees

Religious structures.

Historic pond

Vehicular connections at ground level of the riverfront.

Connection (both physical and visual) to important structures 
(commercial, religious), and landmarks (museum, institutions) are 
proposed both from the first floor and ground floor level of the 
riverfront. The river can be directly accessed from the terminals, 
medical institution and from the museum in the study area.  
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Multifunctional spaces can be used 
for different purpose such as: selling 
and display of different wholesale 
commercial goods, exhibition, 
fair, performance or prayer. These 
spaces can also be rented by small 
scale speciality shops, mobile food 
stall or restaurants for a particular 
time of the day.

Information centre: where 
information about different 
events and times can be 
displayed.

Blow up plans:
7.2.16, 7.2.17: by Author

7.2.16 Blow up plan of showing the design of typical first floor pedestrian promenade.

7.2.17 Blow up plan of the first floor promenade near the Wise Ghat Commercial Terminal and the Bulbul Academy of Fine Arts (BAFA).

Multifunctional spaces on the promenade near 
BAFA can be used for different cultural 
activities that support the educational 
environment of the institution. For example 
painting exhibition, music concert, exhibition 
of different arts and crafts and book fair can 
be arranged for and by the students of this 
institute. These spaces and events will not only 
attract students but also local people, visitors 
and tourists from surrounding districts and 
different parts of the city.  

Access to the mosque is proposed from the 
first floor promenade for the convenience of 
the users of the promenade.

Blow up plan of the promenade:

Green spaces.

Existing wholesale markets.

First floor pedestrian promenade.

Ground floor pedestrian connections.

Cultural institute

Religious structures.

Stair and elevators are proposed for vertical 
circulation and commercial distribution to the 
promenade and upper floors of the wholesale 
markets. 

Multifunctional spaces.

Community space with vegetation and 
seating arrangements.

Seating arrangements with vegetation and 
street lamps.
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Sectional diagrams:

7.2.18, 7.2.19, 7.2.20: by Author

7.2.20 Different cultural activities are proposed on the promenade near the institution.

7.2.19 Elevators and stairs are proposed for vertical circulation and commercial distribution along the riverfront.

Bulbul Academy of Fine Arts

Typical section of the promenade

Shops

Selling and display of commercial goods.River walk Temporary restaurants

Residential

Shops

Shops

Storage
Commercial distribution and 
terminal functions.

7.2.18 Typical section of Buckland Embankment Road showing reorganized functional ground floor and proposed recreational first floor 
of the riverfront.

Typical mixed use buildings 
in the study area.

Recreational first floor

Functional ground floor

Storage
Mixed use 
shops

E
le

va
to

rs

Wise Ghat Commercial Terminal

Proposed possible functions on the promenade:
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7.2.21 Reorganized commercial terminal and the proposed recreational promenade along the Buriganga Riverfront.

Axonometric drawing:

7.2.21: by Author

Proposed recreational promenade above the reorganized commercial terminal

Existing wholesale markets.

Re organized commercial terminal.

The Buriganga River

Commercial circulation and distribution at the 
ground level of the riverfront.

Pedestrian promenade at the first floor 
level of the riverfront with recreational 
activities.

Proposed multifunctional 
space.

Proposed community 
space.

Elevators and stair for 
vertical circulation.
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Space can be arranged in the existing 
mixed use commercial buildings for 
vertical circulation.

The cultural institute BAFA

Multifunctional space for painting 
exhibition, book and art and 
craft fair.

Proposed promenade at the first 
floor level of the riverfront.

Existing 
mosque.

Reorganized Wise Ghat Commercial Terminal 
at the ground level of the riverfront.

The Buriganga River

7.2.22 Different recreational and cultural activities are proposed on the promenade neat the institution.

Axonometric drawing:

7.2.22: by Author

Proposed recreational promenade near the Bulbul Academy of Fine Arts (BAFA)

Elevators for vertical circulation.

Multifunctional space 
with seating area.

Existing wholesale markets.

Proposed stair for vertical circulation.
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• The strategy of separating terminal, commercial and recreational functions and rearranging them into two 
     separate levels of the riverfront will reduce the chance of conflicts among different functions and their 
     circulations. The strategy will allow current users to experience the river and the riverfront both functionally 
     and recreationally all together but without affecting each other. 
• The proposed first floor promenade is mainly pedestrian. Different spaces are proposed on the promenade for 

various commercial, recreational and cultural activities. For an example, community spaces for recreational 
use, multifunctional spaces for selling and display of wholesale commercial goods, exhibition and performance,   
spaces for river walk and restaurants are proposed on the promenade. These proposed functions on the 

     promenade will help to respond the needs of the diverse user groups in the study area. The functions on the
     promenade are proposed concerning the current land uses and the current nature of economic structure in 
     the study area.
• Proposed community and multifunctional spaces can be used for many different purpose and events during 

different times of the day and week. For instance, the community spaces can be used for yoga classes in the 
morning while they could turn as a cool rest area during hot summer days for the commercial workers, retailers, 

     shoppers and visitors. Again, in the evening they can act as small play area for children in the study area. 
     Similarly, the proposed multifunctional spaces can be used as small bazaars during the busy day time and 
     in the evening they could turn into stages for different cultural exhibitions, fairs or performances. During 
     the weekends these spaces can be used by special weekly events such as farmers’ market. The 
     promenade  can also be shared by mobile food stalls and restaurants in any time of the day and week. 
• Different types of functions are proposed on the promenade near the BAFA (Bulbul Academy of Fina Arts) in 

order to support the cultural background of the institution. Here multifunctional spaces can be used for music 
and painting exhibition for books, art and craft fair. On a weekly basis workshops or classes on different social 
issues, history, arts and culture of the city can be arranged in these multifunctional spaces where students, local 
people, visitors and tourists can participate together.  

• During any large national or religious occasion this promenade could provide enough room for large social 
     congregation.
• Elevators and stairs are chosen for vertical circulation in the study area. Cargo and disable elevators are 
     proposed in the study area in order to ensure users convenience and efficiency in the distribution of 
     commercial goods to the upper floors of the riverfront and to the existing wholesale markets. Elevators are 
     chosen over ramps for vertical circulation considering the fact of scarcity of open spaces in densely built 
     and compact study area.   
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Reconnecting existing landmarks with the river: 
Existing landmarks are proposed to be reconnected with the river in order to reestablish their relationship with the 
river and to regain their historic value and popularity as landmarks both in the study area and the city. Proposed 
design strategies will help the existing landmarks function better with improved accessibility option and the social 
environment that are recommended in the study area. The strategies will provide direct physical and visual 
connections to the river from the landmarks, without any conflicts among different functions, their circulations and 
commercial distributions. Reconnecting landmarks with the river also create opportunities for new recreational and 
social activities along the water edge which will help to meet the social and cultural expectations of the current 
diverse user groups from the riverfront. Making these landmarks more accessible and providing them with better 
social environment and new types of functions would also mean that now they will attract more visitors both form 
the surrounding neighborhoods and also from different parts of the city. Consequently, the riverfront could turn into 
a tourist destination and a place of heritage which could add more economic value to the place. As a whole, the 
proposed strategy of reconnecting existing landmarks with the river will improve the current social interface along 
the riverfront and will retain and enhance the current vitality, diversity and the local identity of this particular place.
The first floor recreational promenade: 
The promenade would provide a base where the social, economic and cultural transactions of the study area could 
happen. The promenade will not only support the current diversity, vitality and local economy of the study area but 
will enhance these qualities more through the proposed arrangement of space and various functions of the 
promenade. The idea of first floor pedestrian friendly riverfront promenade will allow more choices to the users of 
the riverfront to experience the river either functionally or recreationally or both together at the same time but 
without affecting or disturbing each other. Better accessibility option and good social environment proposed with 
attractive landscaping features and trees will help the promenade to satisfy the lack of quality public realm in the 
study area. 
Tree plantation:
The thesis recommends that the city re adopt the tree plantation program that was once introduced and later 
deactivated due to some political issues (described in section 3.2.3 in chapter 3). In the reorganized Buriganga 
Riverfront, where it is possible tree plantation and vegetation have been proposed in order to provide various 
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social, environmental and economic benefits to the study area (figure 7.2.2). Trees are proposed to be planted 
along the riverfront, on the available public open spaces and on the proposed first floor riverfront promenade in the 
study area. The multiple benefits of tree plantation in the study area are listed below:
Environmental benefits:
• Trees will provide shade and shelter and can produce a cooling effect during hot summer days in the study 

area.
• Trees help to purify air and increase C02 consumption. Thus the current issue of air pollution in the study area 

can be partially addressed.      
• Trees can act as a buffer to heavy noise along the riverfront that results from the traffic congestion and busy 

commercial and terminal functions. 
• Trees will increase biodiversity by attracting birds, insects and animals and thus they can encourage more 

human-nature interaction along the riverfront. 
• Trees can attenuate heavy rain and slow down excessive rain and flood water runoff. Thus the issue of 
      seasonal flooding can be addressed to some extent. 
• Attractive landscape with trees and vegetation along the riverfront will provide both visual and psychological 

refreshment and thus can help to reduce stress or depression and will create a positive impact on health or 
wellbeing of the local inhabitants. 

Economic benefits:
• Retail functions with trees on the promenade along the riverfront will perform well. They will add tourism and 
      recreational revenue of the place and will increase the property value along the riverfront.
• Plantation and maintenance of trees can create job opportunities in the study area.  
Social benefits:
•  As a public place the riverfront and the promenade with trees will enhance a sense of safety, security and
      comfort among its users.
• Participating in tree plantation program will encourage community involvement and interaction which will later 

enhance the sense of responsibility and belongingness of the inhabitants towards their community. 
• The riverfront with trees will encourage various social interaction and activities and will help to improve the 
      overall urban living condition of the study area. 
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Limitation:
The proposed design strategies are, however, subject to the limitation that I could not have the scope or means to 
consult the local people about their expectations of the qualities of good urban places for the particular context. The 
proposed design concepts are mainly influenced from the urban design theories and precedent studies discussed 
in chapter 2, in section 2.1 and 2.2 of this thesis. The proposed design concepts are also developed considering 
the current functional context, issues and development potentials of the riverfront. 
Overall, the design strategies that are proposed to improve both the current functional and social interface between 
the Buriganga River and the study area will improve the functional, social, psychological and cultural performance 
of the riverfront and will add a lot more to the users experience than the current date. The proposed strategies will 
not disturb the current composition of the study area rather they will add more value to the current diversity, 
vitality, legibility, local economy and identity of the place. The strategies are only intended to help the riverfront 
function more efficiently, gracefully and in an organized manner. This thesis believes that the decisions that are 
made and the strategies that are proposed to improve the current interface along the Buriganga River will turn the 
riverfront into a multifunctional destination and a significant landmark of the city in the future, with all the qualities 
that define good urban places described in section 2.2 of this thesis.
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Plan:

7.2.23: by Author

The proposed Buriganga Riverfront
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Proposed first floor pedestrian promenade.
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7.2.23 Ground floor plan showing the proposed reorganization of riverfront including the functional and recreational functions and different circulations in the study area.
0      50                     100                             200 m
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PrecipitationSummer wind
From the river

Direct visual connection 
towards the river

Trees Temporary shed

Creating holes on the promenade: possibilities to provide light 
at the shaded functional ground level of the riverfront.

Buriganga River

7.3.1 Environmental / Climatic consideration in design

• Multifunctional spaces with temporary shade and trees on the promenade will provide shed, shelter, protection 
and comfort from sun and seasonal rain. 

• The orientation of the promenade considered the wind flow pattern and the solar altitude in the study area that 
are described in section 3.2.1 of this thesis. The proposed orientation of the promenade is suitable to receive all 
the summer, monsoon and winter wind. During the hot and humid summer days, the wind from the river towards 
the study area will provide much comfort and relief to the promenade and the study area (figure 7.3.1.1).

• Proposed trees both on the promenade and on the riverfront will provide various environmental, social and 
     economic benefits to the study area that are already described in section 7.2 (page 106, 107) of this thesis.

Diagram:

7.3.1.1 by Author

7.3.1.1 The conceptual diagram showing the climatic considerations in the proposed design.

7.3 Considerations and influences
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• Proposed direct visual connection towards the river from the promenade and the proposed landscape on the 
promenade will create a positive impact on the mental health or wellbeing of the local residents by providing a 
visual and psychological refreshment and will reduce their stress and depression. 

• The proposed ground floor of the riverfront will be mostly shaded but by creating some holes on the promenade 
can provide opportunities to bring light / lighten up the functional ground level of the riverfront. Further detailed  
study on sun angle, shadows and building heights along the riverfront is needed to achieve this purpose.   
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Key ideas  Urban theories: Qualities of good urban places

FIT

Responding to 
the user needs 

and demands of 
the place. 

ACCESS

Easy access 
to many 

things and 
functions.

LEGIBILITY

A place should be organized 
in a way so that its form 

and functions can be easily 
understandable/ 

recognizable to its users.

DIVERSITY/VITALITY

Mix of uses + 
mix of people + Local 

economic base.

CONTROL

Better 
management of 

local 
environment, 

forms and 
functions.

SAFETY SENSE OF 
PLACE

Local / 
authentic identity 

of a place.

REORGANIZATION

• Reorganization of 
  existing circulation.
• Reorganization of 
  various terminals. 

I
 
A

VERTICAL ZONING

• Separating commercial 
  and recrational functions 
  into two separate levels 
  of the riverfront.

A A I A

RECONNECT

• Reconnecting existing 
  landmarks with the river.

A I R + I R + E I R + E

INTRODUCE

• The first floor recreational 
   riverfront promenade 
   with various 
   recreational  functions.

A A R + I R + E I R + E

RE INTRODUCE

• Tree plantain program. A E E A E E

7.3.2 Influences from urban design theories of good urban places. 

A = Achieved
R = Retained

I  = Improved
E = Enhanced
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The lessons that are learned from the review of urban design theories of the qualities of good urban places, are 
influenced both the conceptual development and the design process of this thesis. The thesis identified several 
qualities that are already exists in the study area and are contributing successfully to the quality and local identity of 
this particular place. Such qualities are:
• Current complex and mixed land use pattern.
• Mix of various functions, forms and users : commercial, residential, institutional, religious, historic and terminal 

functions.
• Current density. 
• Local economic base.
• Types of livelihood, types of movement pattern.
• The unique identity of the place.
The thesis proposes to retain and improve these qualities by addressing the identified issues through the proposed 
design strategies. The thesis also tried to achieve the qualities that are required to turn the Buriganga Riverfront 
into a more successful urban place environmentally, socially and culturally. Both the section 7.1 and 7.2 provides 
a detail insight on how these qualities are retained, improved and achieved along the riverfront in the study area.   
The thesis believed that theses qualities will improve the current social, psychological and cultural performance of 
the riverfront and will turn the riverfront into a major destination in the city in future.
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CONCLUSION

CHAPTER 8 

8.1 Recommendations
8.2 Future research
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In order to improve the current river city interface along the Buriganga River in the study area, this thesis proposes 
to reorganize the riverfront. The proposed reorganization of the riverfront will not change the overall context, the 
established composition or the busyness and the functional flavour of the study area. The thesis proposes to 
retain all the relationships that developed between the river and the study area over time and provide some design 
strategies to help the riverfront function more efficiently and systematically in the study area. The proposed 
strategies helped to address the issues of the riverfront and explored the future development potentials of the study 
area. 
The proposed vertical reorganization will serve both the functional and recreational needs of the people at the 
same time but without conflicting or affecting each other. This would be supported by improved accessibility, 
achieved though the reorganization of existing vehicular and pedestrian circulation for different purpose and users, 
to many different places or points of interest along the riverfront. Thus more flexibility and choices will be available 
for the users to meet their expectations out of the riverfront. The proposed reorganization of functions and 
circulation will help to improve the current legibility of the study area and will create a positive impact on the users 
experience. While, the proposed reorganization will help the riverfront and its current uses to function more 
efficiently and systematically, the proposed promenade on the other hand will create opportunities for the new 
functionalities along the riverfront . Both these new and existing functions will attract more users both locals and 
visitors from, in and around the study area and will engage them along the riverfront in many different ways 
(functionally, recreationally, socially, culturally) through out the day. This will add recreational, cultural and more 
economic value to the riverfront and thus the current vitality, diversity and the local sense of the place will be 
retained and enhanced. 
Overall the proposed reorganized riverfront would provide a sense of vibrant, functionally diverse, legible and easily 
accessible public realm in the study area which would satisfy the need for quality urban places in the study area. 
With the proposed reorganization, the current Buriganga Riverfront could turn into a major attraction and a future 
landmark for the city and can represent the future Dhaka with an unique image in the world. 

8.1 Recommendations
The lessons that are learned from this thesis are listed below : 
• A comprehensive approach: The adapted methodology and approach of this thesis would be useful in 
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      addressing the complex and intertwined urban issues in the context of Dhaka City. One of the major 
      drawback in the area of urban design and planning practice in Dhaka city is the lack of comprehensive studies 
      of an area. For an example, the attempts that were made only to preserve the Pink Palace but not the 
      cultural landscape around it in the study area (described in section 1.4, chapter 1). The decision clearly 
      shows the lack of understanding the relationship between the historic palace and its surrounding areas. 
      Although the approach was successful in protecting the Pink Palace from any unwanted encroachment, but 
      at the same time it isolated the structure from its context and the people. On the other hand, the 
      comprehensive approach that adopted in this thesis offers a particular way of understanding a place and 
      its processes. The approach includes a series of detailed studies that focus on the overall city form, natural 
      settings and the historic continuity of process and form of a particular place. The synthesis of the studies 
      then helps to understand the close relationships among different components of a place and also the 
      way these interrelationships contributes to the quality and authenticity of that place. Thus the overall 
      process provides a complete picture of the site that later helps to address complex urban issues and 
      provide long term solutions or directions for the future development of a place. 
• Retaining the established composition of the study area: For any future development of a complex site like the 

study area, which already has a well established identity, forms and functions, a strong economic base and a
      diverse user group, the overall composition and context of that particular area needs to be retained. In 
      this thesis, rather  than introducing completely new land uses or functions in the study area, the thesis 
      proposes to improve the current interface between the river and the study area by retaining the overall 
      composition of the area and by reorganizing the current functions and circulation along the riverfront. 
      The retention of the overall composition of the study area is important, as this had been evolved over time 
      in association with the river and from the demands of the people, place and the city. The composition of 
      the study area include both the current and historic context, current land uses, the different forms and 
      functions (commercial, social, institutional, residential, cultural, religious), economic structure, density and 
      mix of different users, modes of circulation, the types of livelihoods of the area and also the local essence of 
      the place. The decision influenced from the review of precedent studies, urban design theories and from 
      the synthesis of the analyses described earlier in this thesis.  
      The study area functions well together with the river since its early days and has been a good source of 
      economic benefit for the whole city. In such cases any major changes in the current composition of the 
      area would affect the well-settled functionality and the established identity of the place. Consequently, 
      complex social issues such as unemployment could rise and the established image of the riverfront could 
      be threatened.           
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• Vertical expansion: For such an organically developed, densely populated and compact site like the study area 
where horizontal expansion for further urban growth is almost impossible, a conceptual idea in the form of 

      vertical organization of different functions and circulations has been proposed in this thesis. The idea is 
      mainly influenced from the current development practice in Dhaka City where the city is developing or 
      constructing the second level vehicular and pedestrian circulation system in order to cope with the issue 
      of scarcity of space for further development (figure 8.1.1, 8.1.2). Also in most of the densely populated cities 

Source of the photographs:

8.1.1: www.papaplatform.com 
8.1.2: http://www.agefotostock.com/en/Stock-Images/Royalty-Free/WR0507982

8.1.1 The Mirpur - Banani flyover in Dhaka City. 8.1.2 Typical pedestrian foot over bridge in Dhaka City.

      in South East Asia for example, in Hong Kong, Bangkok, Korea and Mumbai, the idea of vertical expansion 
      has already been adapted in order to respond to the demands of their increasing population (Vertical 
      Density. Sustainable Solutions, 2008). The idea of vertical expansion, proposed in this thesis will create 
      opportunities to accommodate new functionalities and future needs of the local inhabitants in the study area.
      The idea can also be applicable in any similar context with the issues increasing density and scarcity of 
      spaces for future development and growth.   
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Source of the photographs:

8.1.3: http://dhakadailyphoto.blogspot.ca/2007/05/boat-house-dhanmandi.html 
8.1.4: http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8211/8344992285_fa0a98d04f.jpg

• Reintroduction of tree plantation program: The thesis proposes to reintroduce the practice of tree plantation 
      program in the city. This can provide multiple benefits for both the study area and the city which are 
      described in section 7.2 (page 106, 107). Both the existing available open spaces in the study area, the 
      reorganized riverfront and the first floor pedestrian promenade are proposed to be planted with tress in order 
      to fill up the lack of vegetation in the study area. In this regard, figure 8.1.3 and 8.1.4 are provided to show 
      the current practice and strategy of tree plantation on the riverbanks and on the concrete or brick surfaces 
      in Dhaka City. This also indicate the possibility of the implementation of this strategy in the study area.
      Reintroducing the tree plantation program will engage local people in such community events that later 
      would enhance their feelings of responsibility, involvement and attachment towards their community and the 
      city they live in. Although, this thesis does not address the issues of flooding but by reintroducing the tree 
      plantation practice can contribute to prevent the seasonal flooding in the study area to some extent. For 
      an example in Vietnam, the Mangrove trees are lining some parts of the country’s coast. Initially 
      they were planted for environmental reasons but later they functioned as a good green wall in protecting the 
      adjacent areas from flooding and typhoon waves (World Resources Report, 2010-2011). In order to achieve 
      the similar purpose in the study area, a further research and study is needed to identify what kinds of tress 
      are suitable for this particular purpose and context of the study area. 

8.1.3 Current practice of plantation and vegetation along the riverbank 8.1.4 Current tree plantation practice in the roads of Dhaka City.
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      Overall the proposed landscape with vegetation and trees along the riverfront will help to improve the 
      current social and urban environment of the study area and will turn the riverfront into an attractive 
      destination both in the study area and the city in the future. Again, the maintenance or management of 
      the planted trees could add another challenge in the study area but this can also be solved in many 
      interesting ways. For an example, the low income groups or the commercial workers, retailers or even the 
      owners of wholesale shops in the study area can take the charge or the responsibility of the management 
      of the planted trees. In return, they can be benefitted economically by the local community or the 
      government. This possibility can create employment opportunities and thus can contribute to the social 
      equity or wellbeing in the study area.

8.2 Future Research 
Recommendations for future study in this thesis are listed below: 
• Considering the complex land use pattern and the functional nature of the riverfront, the existing flood protection 

(both flood embankment and flood wall) in the study area needs further detailed surveys, research and 
      engineering expertise, in order to improve them functionally, structurally and aesthetically. 
•  A diverse user groups with different socioeconomic background are identified in the study area (described in 

section 3.5.7). Although I could not able to consult with these local users but it is important and needed to be 
included if this proposal is ever to be implemented in Dhaka. In this regard, detailed surveys and interviews with 
these users are needed to better understand their expectations or needs about the development of the future 

     Buriganga Riverfront.  
• For the future development, it is important to control the unregulated riverfront development in the study area. In 

order to improve the current haphazard urban fabric along the riverfront, detailed survey, study and research are 
needed on density control, rules and regulation of the development and construction of context specific building 
design. 
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